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Abstract
We performed a search for Standard Model Higgs boson production in association with
W boson (pp¯ → W±H → ℓνbb¯) in pp¯ collisions at √s = 1.96 TeV. The search uses the
data collected between February 2002 and February 2006 at Collider Detector at Fermilab
(CDF), which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of about 1 fb−1. The experimental
final state of WH → ℓνbb¯ process is lepton (e±/µ±), missing transverse energy and two
jets. The largest background in lepton+jets events is W+light flavor process, therefore
the identification of jets as b-jets reduces this kind of background significantly. We used
displaced SECondary VerTeX b-tagging (SECVTX) technique, which utilizes the signa-
ture that b-jets have secondary vertex displaced away from primary vertex because of
the long life time of B-mesons. However, there is still much contamination in SECVTX
b-tagged jets. Finite resolution of secondary vertex tracking measurements results in false
tags, and c-jets are also identified as b-jets due to the long life time ofD-mesons frequently.
For the purpose of increasing the purity of the SECVTX b-tagged jets, we applied Neural
Network to SECVTX tagged jets for the first time by using secondary vertex variables
and some variables independent of it. Neural Network filter rejects 65% of light flavor
jets and 50% of c-jets from the SECVTX tagged jets. We improved the sensitivity of the
Higgs boson signal search by 10% with Neural Network b-tagging technique. Events with
one high pT electron or muon, large missing transverse energy and either single SECVTX
b-tagged jet which passes the Neural Network filter or at least two SECVTX b-tagged jets
are selected. The number of selected events and dijet mass distributions are consistent
with the Standard Model background expectations. Therefore we set an upper limit on
σ(pp¯ → WH) · Br(H → bb¯) as 3.9 to 1.3 for Higgs boson mass from 110 to 150 GeV/c2
at 95% confidence level (C.L.). The upper limit obtained from WH → ℓνbb¯ process with
1 fb −1 is far away from the Standard Model Higgs boson production expectation by a
factor of 20 to 100 as a function of Higgs boson mass. To obtain stronger constraint
on the Higgs boson production, we combined the upper limits obtained in processes of
ZH → νν¯bb¯, ZH → ℓℓ¯bb¯ and gg → H → W+W− → ℓℓ¯νν¯ at CDF. The combination
of different channels gives a constraint on the ratio of 95% confidence level upper limit
divided by the Standard Model prediction ((σ · Br)95/(σ · Br)SM), which results in the
ratio as 10 to 40 for Higgs boson mass between 110 and 200 GeV/c2. Finally, the com-
bination of Higgs boson searches between CDF and DØ is also performed. The resulting
constraint on (σ ·Br)95/(σ ·Br)SM is about 4 to 10 for Higgs boson mass between 110 and
200 GeV/c2.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past century, mankind came to know the world of elementary particles with the
developments of quantum mechanics, relativity and technologies of accelerators and detec-
tors. The theory which places three generations of quarks and leptons as the fundamental
particles and describes the interaction between materials by the exchange of gauge bosons
is called “the Standard Model”[1–3] at present. The interactions between matters are cat-
egorized into four sectors of “Strong”, “Weak”, “Electromagnetic” and “Gravitational”
interactions. The Standard Model does not include “Gravitational force” in its framework
because there has been no realistic experimental fact that confirms theory of gravitation
in the scale of fundamental particles. Gauge bosons of strong, weak and electromagnetic
interactions are called as gluon(g), weak bosons(W/Z), and photon(γ), which are intro-
duced by the principle of gauge invariance in the gauge groups of SU(3), SU(2) and U(1)
respectively. Therefore the Standard Model belongs to SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) group1.
The Standard Model describes nature to an extremely good precision, and there has been
no evidence that implies phenomena beyond the Standard Model. However the principle
of gauge invariance prohibits the mass term in Lagrangian, which must be present to
describe realistic materials. To overcome this difficulty, a scalar field called as “Higgs
field” that breaks the symmetry spontaneously is introduced to keep the gauge invari-
ance[4]. But the Higgs boson(H), the quantized Higgs field, has not been discovered in
any experiment yet. Thus, one of the most important and interesting tasks in elementary
particle physics is to discover Higgs boson or reject its existence.
With the developments of technologies of accelerators and detectors, the experiments
in high energy particle collisions are general approaches to study fundamental parti-
1More precisely, the Standard Model belongs to SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y group regarding color,
weak iso-spin and hyper currents. In electroweak theory, W,Z and γ are obtained from SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y symmetry. When only Electro Magnetic(EM) interaction is considered, γ is derived from U(1)EM
symmetry.
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Figure 1.1 Peak value of instantaneous luminosity for each store (blue) and averaged value in
the nearest 20 stores (red) in chronological order.
cles. Especially top quark was discovered in the TEVATRON RUN1 experiment (proton-
antiproton collisions at
√
s = 1.8 TeV) at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fer-
milab) by CDF (Collider Detector at Fermilab) group in 1995[5]. After the discovery of
top quark, the TEVATRON was reinforced with
√
s = 1.96 TeV and the luminosity was
improved significantly2. The TEVATRON has started RUN2 experiment from February
2002, and CDF has accumulated data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about
1.5 fb−1 by February 2006 in total. The amount of good quality data is about 1 fb −1,
which is used for physics analyses. Instantaneous and integrated luminosity as functions
of time are shown in Figs.1.1 and 1.2.
TEVATRON is the accelerator with the highest energy in the history and the only
active accelerator in the world when this work is performed. The main purposes of
the RUN2 experiment are precise measurement of top quark mass, understanding of
the top quark properties, precise measurements of electroweak interaction, searches for
phenomena beyond the Standard Model and searches for Higgs boson. In accordance
2In RUN1 experiment, maximum peak instantaneous luminosity and delivered integrated luminosity
were about 2.0 ×1031 cm−2s−1 and 110 pb−1 respectively.
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Figure 1.2 Integrated luminosity as a function of time. “Delivered” is the integrated luminosity
provided by the TEVATRON and “To tape” is the luminosity acquired by CDF detector and
recorded on tape, which is the data used in physics analysis.
with the report from LEP2 direct search for Higgs boson production in e+e− collisions,
the possibility that Higgs bosom mass(mH) is less than 114.4 GeV/c
2 is excluded at
95% confidence level(C.L.)[6]. Assuming the Standard Model is the correct theory of
nature, there is a correlation between W boson, top quark and Higgs boson mass. Precise
measurements ofW boson and top quark mass from LEP2 and TEVATRON experiments
tell that the Higgs boson mass is lower than 199 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L. including the latest
result of the LEP2 Higgs boson search[7]. Thus, Higgs boson mass is expected to be
comparatively light (114.4 < mH < 199 GeV/c
2).
Having the basis in those experimental situations and facts, TEVATRON is the only
and the most exciting place to search for Higgs boson with a possibility of discovery
at the point of 2006. The main Higgs boson production processes at the TEVATRON
are gg → H , qq¯′ → W±H and qq¯ → Z0H in the order of magnitude of production
cross section. Higgs boson has large branching ratio in the decay modes of H → bb¯ for
mH < 135 GeV/c
2 and H → W+W− for mH > 135 GeV/c2. Furthermore, if the W/Z
bosons in the processes decay leptonically, huge background contributions from QCD
multi-jets processes can be rejected. ThereforeWH → ℓνbb¯ and ZH → νν¯bb¯, ℓℓbb¯, where
ν, ℓ and b denote neutrino, lepton(electron or muon), and bottom quark, are considered
as the most sensitive processes for low mass Higgs boson (mH < 135 GeV/c
2) searches at
3
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Figure 1.3 The Feynman diagram of qq¯′ →WH → ℓνbb¯ process.
the TEVATRON. A search for WH → ℓνbb¯ shown in Fig.1.3 was performed previously
with an integrated luminosity of 319 pb−1 at CDF RUN2[8, 9]. The work described in
this thesis is intended to improve the technique for the search and use the full data set
collected at this point.
This thesis is organized as follows. The next chapter begins with theoretical aspects
of the Standard Model and the results of the Higgs boson searches in the past. Chapter
3 describes the experimental apparatus of TEVATRON and CDF detector in detail.
In chapter 4, methods of bottom quark identification is discussed. In chapter 5, the
data set and event selection criteria used in the analysis are mentioned. The method
of the Standard Model background estimation and the estimated background are shown
in Chapter 6. As a cross check of background estimation, tt¯ production cross section
measurement is also performed there. The study of the WH signal detection efficiency
and systematic uncertainties are performed in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, the method and
the result of the Higgs boson search in WH process are shown. Furthermore, to improve
the constraint on Higgs boson production, the combination of results from other channels
is also discussed and the result is shown. Finally, the works in this thesis are concluded
and the future prospect of the Higgs boson search is mentioned in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
The Standard Model
The theory which places quarks and leptons as the elementary particles and explains the
interactions between matters by the exchange of gauge bosons is called “the Standard
Model”. Four kinds of forces, strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitational forces,
exist in nature. The Standard Model describes those forces except for gravitation, and
the theory described nature to an extremely good precision. The theory is based on
two principles of “least action principle” and “gauge invariance”. The first principle
gives the equation of motion of matters, and the second one introduces the gauge bosons
as force carriers. The Standard Model also requires a fundamental scalar field, which
spontaneously breaks symmetry, to give mass to particles and bosons without breaking
gauge symmetry, and it is called “Higgs field”.
2.1 Elementary Particles and Gauge Bosons
Starting from the discovery of electron, the first elementary particle, in the cathode
ray experiment by J.J. Thomson in 1897[10], other fundamental particles have been
discovered in the following 100 years. The quarks and leptons are considered as the
fundamental particles for matters in our universe. Those particles have spin 1/2, which
obey the Pauli exclusion principle, and form weak iso-spin doublets. There exist anti-
particles for all of the quarks and leptons possessing the same properties of spin, mass
and other quantum numbers with an exception of carrying an opposite sign of electric
charge. Electron(e), muon(µ), tau(τ), with electric charge(Q) of -1, and their associated
neutrinos(νe, νµ, ντ ) with Q=0 were found and called as leptons. The presence of up(u),
charm(c), top(t) with Q = 2/3, and down(d), strange(s) and bottom(b) with Q = −1/3
are also confirmed and they are categorised as quarks. Quarks carry color charge for
the strong interaction, which was introduced in an analogy of the electric charge in
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Generation Properties
1st 2nd 3rd Spin Electric charge Interaction
Quark
(
u
d
) (
c
s
) (
t
b
)
1/2
+2/3
−1/3 EM, Weak, Strong
Lepton
(
νe
e
) (
νµ
µ
) (
ντ
τ
)
1/2
0
−1
Weak
EM,Weak
Mass(GeV/c2) Spin Electric Charge Interaction
Gauge Boson
γ
W
Z
g
0
80.4
91.2
0
1
0
±1
0
0
EM
EM,Weak
EM,Weak
Strong
Table 2.1 The fundamental particles and gauge bosons in the Standard Model. There also
exist the anti-particles for each lepton and quark carrying the same properties and quantum
numbers except for opposite sign electric charge.
electromagnetic interaction. Based on the properties under the electroweak interaction,
neutrinos (νe, νµ, ντ ), and quarks of (u, c, t) are categorized into up type, because they
carry +1/2 of 3rd component of weak iso-spin. Charged leptons of (e, µ, ν) and quarks
of (d, s, b) are categorized into down type because they carry -1/2 of 3rd component of
weak iso-spin. In accordance with the weak interaction, those quarks and leptons form
weak iso-spin doublets as shown in Table 2.1. The interacitons between materials are
described by the exchange of the gauge bosons of photon(γ), weak boson(W,Z) and
gluon(g) for ElectroMagnetic(EM), weak, and strong interactions respectively.
2.2 Gauge Theory
The least action principle is considered as the basis of the raw of nature, and it introduces
all of the raws of motion in a consistent way. The principle is well accepted and considered
as one of the ultimate principles in nature. This principle gives the Euler-Lagrange
equation:
∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µψ(x))
− ∂L
∂ψ(x)
= 0, (2.1)
where L, ψ and ∂µ are Lagrangian, field as a function space-time(x) and space-time deriva-
tive. After the quantum mechanics and relativity were established, relativistic quantum
field theory was proposed and developed by many physicists to describe the world of
fundamental particles. The description that forces are propagated by the exchange of
gauge bosons, which is obtained by the quantization of the gauge field, is well accepted
for material interaction in terms of the concept of action through medium. The gauge
6
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bosons and its dynamics are obtained from the gauge principle ”The realistic interaction
takes place to keep Lagrangian of the frame invariant under the transformation in the
associated gauge group”.
2.2.1 Global Gauge Transformation
The Lagrangian of free Dirac field(ψ) is written as:
L = ψ¯(x) (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x), (2.2)
where γµ is Dirac’s γ matrix and m is mass of the Dirac particle. The transformation of
field ψ:
ψ(x)→ eiQαψ(x), (2.3)
where Q and α are electric charge and a space-time independent parameter respectively,
keeps the Lagrangian(Eq.2.2) invariant. The operator of eiQα means one dimensional
unitary transformation(U(1)). This symmetry results in current conservation law by
considering Noether’s theorem[11, 12], which is described as:
∂µj
µ = 0, (2.4)
where jµ is the 4-current vector:
jµ = −Qψ¯γµψ. (2.5)
2.2.2 Local Gauge Transformation
The global gauge transformation considered in the previous section is generalized by
adding a space-time dependence to the parameter α, which is called local gauge trans-
formation:
ψ(x)→ eiQα(x)ψ(x). (2.6)
The Lagrangian(Eq.2.2) is not invariant under this transformation. To keep the gauge
invariance condition, it is necessary to find a covariant derivative which transforms as:
Dµψ(x)→ eiQα(x)Dµψ(x). (2.7)
7
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A vector field Aµ, which cancels extra terms from local gauge transformation, is intro-
duced to attain the invariance. The corresponding covariant derivative is written as:
∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ + iQAµ, (2.8)
where Aµ transforms under local gauge transformation as
Aµ → Aµ − 1
Q
∂µα(x). (2.9)
This derivation means that the existence of a gauge field Aµ is required to keep gauge
invariance. Finally, a gauge invariant field strength tensor:
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (2.10)
is added to the Lagrangian(Eq.2.2), and Lagrangian of Quantum Electro Dynamics(QED)
is obtained as:
LQED = ψ¯(x) (iγµDµ −m)ψ(x)− 1
4
FµνF
µν . (2.11)
LQED cannot contain mass term of Aµ in a form of 12m2AµAµ because it is not invariant
under gauge transformation. This is consistent with the experimental fact that photon,
the gauge boson of electromagnetic interaction, is massless particle. Euler-Lagrange
equation(Eq.2.1) gives equation of motion of the fields. If the Dirac field ψ is used for
variation, Dirac equation:
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x) = QγµAµψ(x), (2.12)
is obtained. Otherwise, if gauge field Aµ is varied, Maxwell equation:
∂µF
µν = jν , (2.13)
is derived. Therefore, gauge invariance and least action principle are the bases of the
description of elementary particles.
2.3 Higgs Mechanism
Despite the phenomenal success of the predictive power of the Standard Model, there is
a portion of the framework that has no experimental evidence. One particularly smart
aspect for the Standard Model formalism is the unification of the electromagnetic and
weak interactions through the exploitation of the local gauge symmetry. This symmetry is
8
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a quality of the theory in which the Standard Model Lagrangian is invariant to local gauge
transformations. However, This symmetry requires W± and Z0 to be massless, because
mass terms in the Lagrangian breaks the symmetry. The resulting massless weak bosons
contradict experiments. Fundamental fermions and bosons can acquire mass without
breaking gauge invariance by introducing a fundamental scalar doublet field Φ defined
as:
Φ =

 Φ+
Φ0

 , (2.14)
where Φ+ and Φ0 are complex fields written as:
Φ+ =
Φ3 + iΦ4√
2
, (2.15)
Φ0 =
Φ1 + iΦ2√
2
. (2.16)
The field Φ is called “Higgs field”[4], which breaks the electroweak symmetry sponta-
neously. Higgs potential takes the form of
V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2, (2.17)
where λ is a self coupling of the Higgs field. If µ2 is selected as negative value, Higgs
potential acquire minimum at non-zero points as shown in Fig.2.1. The electroweak
symmetry is spontaneously broken when one of the vacuum state is selected. When the
field is expanded around the non-zero vacuum expectation value of:
v =
√
−µ2
λ
=
√
GF√
2
= 246(GeV), (2.18)
where GF is the Fermi coupling constants, weak bosons and fermions acquire mass of:
mW =
1
2
vg, (2.19)
mZ =
1
2
v
√
g2 + g′2, (2.20)
mf =
1√
2
gfv, (2.21)
where g, g′ are the coupling constant in electroweak interaction, and gf is the coupling
constant between Higgs boson and fermion.
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Figure 2.1 Higgs potential as a function of scalar field φ1 and φ2, where µ
2 < 0 and φ3 = φ4 = 0
are assumed.
2.4 Higgs Production and Decay
The Next to Leading Order(NLO) Higgs boson production cross section at the TEVA-
TRON[13] is shown in Fig.2.2. The gluon fusion Higgs production has about 10 times
larger cross section thanWH process, and the cross section ofWH process is about twice
as much as ZH production.
The Higgs boson decay branching ratio is calculated by HDECAY[14], which takes
care of NLO effect, and shown in Fig.2.3. Higgs boson decay is dominated by H → bb¯
mode for mH <135 GeV/c
2, and H → W+W− mode for mH >135 GeV/c2. In general,
QCD multi-jet processes has far larger cross section than that of Higgs boson production.
This results in that Higgs boson searches in the processes gg → H → bb¯, WH → qq¯′bb¯,
and ZH → qq¯bb¯ are not expected to have good sensitivities. However, the requirement of
the leptonic decay of the associated weak boson reduces such a huge QCD jets events. As
a result, WH → ℓνbb¯ is expected to be one of the most sensitive processes for low mass
Higgs boson (mH < 135 GeV/c
2). In this thesis, the branching mode of W → τντ is not
considered because τ is not observed directly and the identification and its kinematics
measurement are based on the decay products of it. This fact results in the contamination
of the lepton identification in the events and difficulty in the event handling. In this thesis,
lepton(ℓ) denotes only e± or µ±.
10
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Figure 2.2 The NLO Higgs boson production cross section for gg → H, qq¯′ → WH, and
qq¯ → ZH processes as a function of Higgs boson mass at the TEVATRON (pp¯ collision, √s =
1.96 TeV).
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Figure 2.3 The branching ratio for each Higgs boson decay mode as a function of Higgs boson
mass.
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Figure 2.4 Distributions of the reconstructed Higgs boson mass obtained from two selec-
tions with differing signal purities. The histograms show the Monte Carlo predictions, lightly
shaded (yellow) for the background, heavily shaded (red) for an assumed the Standard Model
Higgs boson of mass 115 GeV/c2, together with data.
2.5 Searches for Higgs Boson in the Past
2.5.1 Direct Search at LEP
The LEP performed a search for the Standard Model Higgs boson production in e+e−
collisions with an integrated luminosity of 2461 pb−1 at center-of-mass energies between
189 and 209 GeV/c2[6]. The most sensitive Higgs Production process at LEP is e+e− →
ZH , where Higgs boson decays to bottom quark pair and Z0 decays to all possible final
states. The reconstructed dijet mass distributions are shown in Fig.2.4. The Standard
Model background expectation and observed data are consistent each other. Finally, the
possibility of the Higgs boson mass is excluded as:
mH > 114.4GeV/c
2, (2.22)
at 95% confidence level (C.L.).
2.5.2 Indirect Search
The presence of Higgs boson has meaningful effects on many electroweak parameters, and
it makes the electroweak theory renormalizable. The one loop effect from top quark and
12
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Figure 2.5 Contributions of self-coupling loops to higher order electroweak processes.
Higgs boson to W and Z bosons are shown in Fig.2.5. A parameter of ρ,
ρ =
M2W
M2Z
(1− sin2 θW ) ≡ 1 + ∆r, (2.23)
relates the W and Z boson mass and Weinberg angle. ∆r is a radiative correction from
Mt and MW written as
∆r =
3GF
8π2
√
2
M2t +
√
2GF
16π2
M2t
[
11
3
ln
(
M2H
M2W
)
+ · · ·
]
+ · · · . (2.24)
One can infer the Standard Model Higgs boson mass from the precise measurements of top
quark and W boson mass under the assumption that the Standard Model is the correct
theory of nature[15]. The precise measurements of those particles from TEVATRON,
LEP2, LEP1 and SLD are summarized in Fig.2.6. The relationships between top quark,
W and Higgs boson are shown in Fig.2.7. The Standard Model relationship for the
mass of top quark and W boson as a function of the Higgs boson mass is also shown.
The arrow labeled ∆α shows the variation of this relation if α(mZ)
2 is changed by one
standard deviation. This variation gives an additional uncertainty to the Standard Model
band shown in the figure.
Of particular interest is the constraint on the mass of the Higgs boson, because this
fundamental ingredient of the Standard Model has not been observed yet. Fig.2.8 shows
the ∆χ2 curve derived from high-Q2 precision electroweak measurements[16, 17], per-
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W-Boson Mass  [GeV]
mW  [GeV]
80 80.2 80.4 80.6
c
2/DoF: 1.3 / 1
TEVATRON 80.452 ± 0.059
LEP2 80.376 ± 0.033
Average 80.392 ± 0.029
NuTeV 80.136 ± 0.084
LEP1/SLD 80.363 ± 0.032
LEP1/SLD/mt 80.361 ± 0.020
Top-Quark Mass   [GeV]
mt   [GeV]
140 160 180 200
c
2/DoF: 10.6 / 10
CDF 170.3 ± 2.3
D˘ 174.2 ± 3.4
Average 171.4 ± 2.1
LEP1/SLD 172.6 +  13.2
-   10.2
LEP1/SLD/mW/ΓW 177.6 
+  11.8
−   8.8
Figure 2.6 Summaries of the precision measurements of W boson mass (left) and top quark
mass (right).
formed at LEP, SLD, CDF, and DØ, as a function of the Higgs boson mass, assuming
the Standard Model to be the correct theory of nature.
The preferred value for its mass, corresponding to the minimum of the curve, is at
85GeV/c2, with experimental uncertainties of +39 and -28 GeV/c2 (at 68% C.L. derived
from ∆χ2 = 1 for the black line, thus not taking the theoretical uncertainty shown as
the blue band into account). While this is not a proof that the Standard Model Higgs
boson actually exists, it does serve as a guideline in what mass range to look for it. The
precision electroweak measurements tell us that the mass of the Standard Model Higgs
boson is lower than about 166 GeV/c2 (one-sided 95% C.L. upper limit derived from
∆χ2 = 2.7 for the blue band, thus including both the experimental and the theoretical
uncertainty). This limit increases to 199 GeV/c2 when including the LEP-2 direct search
limit of 114.4 GeV/c2 shown in yellow. The constraints on mH from direct and indirect
searches are summarized as:
114.4 < mH < 199 (GeV/c
2) at 95% C.L. (2.25)
14
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Figure 2.7 The comparison of the indirect measurements of mW and mt (LEP-I+SLD
data) (solid contour) and the direct measurements (pp¯ colliders and LEP-II data)(dashed con-
tour). In both cases the 68% C.L. contounrs are plotted.
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Figure 2.8 ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min vs Higgs boson mass mH . The line is the result of the fit. The
band represents an estimate of the theoretical error due to missing higher order corrections. The
vertical band shows the 95% C.L. exclusion limit on mH from the direct search. The dashed
curve is the results obtained using the evaluations of ∆α
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had(M
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Figure 2.9 The dijet mass distributions in lepton (e±/µ±)+ missing transverse energy+ two
jets events including at least one(left) or two(right) b-tagged jets in CDF RUN2 experiment
with 319 pb−1.
2.6 Previous Searches at the TEVATRON
2.6.1 Search for WH → ℓνbb¯ at CDF RUN2
A search for WH → ℓνbb¯ was performed in CDF RUN2 experiment[8, 9]. The analysis
used the data collected between February 2002 and August 2004, which is corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 319 pb−1. The analysis used events including high pT
electron or muon, large missing transverse momentum and two jets with at least one
of the jets identified as b-quark. The dijet mass distributions for at least one or two
b-tagged events are shown in Fig.2.9. The Standard Model background expectation
and observed data were consistent each other. The constraint on the WH production
cross section times branching ratio of H → bb¯ was obtained as shown in Fig.2.10, e.g.
σ(pp¯ → WH) · Br(H → bb¯) < 10 pb at mH = 110 GeV/c2 and < 2.8 pb at 150 GeV/c2
as a function of Higgs boson mass. This thesis is based on the previous analysis. Starting
from the previous analysis, we improve techniques for the search and use the full data set
obtained up to the point of this thesis.
2.6.2 Search for WH → ℓνbb¯ at DØ RUN2
DØ collaboration has also performed a search for WH → ℓνbb¯ in the TEVATRON
RUN2 experiment[18]. Their latest result is obtained from the data collected by DØ
16
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Figure 2.10 The constraint on the production cross section times branching ratio correspond-
ing to WH →Wbb¯ process obtained in lepton(e/µ)+ missing transverse energy+ two jets with
at least one b-tagged jet in CDF Run2 data (319pb−1)
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Figure 2.11 The dijet mass distributions in lepton(e±/µ±) + missing transverse energy +
two jets events including exactly one b-tagged jet(left) or at least two b-tagged jets(right) in DØ
RUN2 experiment with 378 pb−1.
detector, which is corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 378 pb−1. The dijet
mass distributions obtained from W + 2 jet events with exactly one b-tagged jet and at
least two b-tagged jets are shown in Fig.2.11, which do not show any significant excess
indicating WH production. Accordingly, the limit on the WH production cross section
times H → bb¯ branching ratio is set at 95% C.L. as shown in Fig.2.12.
2.6.3 Other Higgs Boson Searches at the TEVATRON
Many other searches for the Standard Higgs boson production were performed in addition
to WH → ℓνbb¯ both in CDF and DØ collaborations. No evidence of the Standard Model
Higgs boson production were obtained in all of the searches at present. The constraints
on the production cross section times branching ratio at 95% C.L. for those processes
were obtained and summarized in Fig.2.13.
18
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Figure 2.12 The constraint on production cross section times branching ratio corresponding
toWH → Wbb¯ process obtained in lepton(e±/µ±) + missing transverse energy + two jets. The
limit is extracted by the combined use of exactly one b-tagged and at least two b-tagged events
using DØ RUN2 data of 378pb −1
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Figure 2.13 Summary of the constraints on the Standard Model Higgs boson production
cross section times branching ratio for each process at 95% C.L. obtained in TEVATRON
RUN2 experiment up to winter 2005.
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The TEVATRON is the accelerator with the largest energy in the world currently. The
analysis uses the data collected between February 2002 and February 2006 in proton-
antiproton collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)
in the TEVATRON RUN2 experiment. The experimental aspects are described in this
chapter.
3.1 Accelerator Complex
The Accelerator complex at Fermilab consists of several key components, that can be
conceptually separated into a series of accelerators that prepare the protons, produce and
store anti-protons and finally accelerate both protons and antiprotons to
√
s =1.96 TeV
and orchestrate the collisions. The schematic view of the accelerator chain is shown in
Fig.3.1.
3.1.1 Proton Source
The Pre-accelerator is a linear accelerator that produces negative hydrogen ions and
accelerates them to 750 keV simply by applying the electric field to the ionized hydrogen.
The output frequency is 15 Hz and the resulting H− ions then enter into the Linac
or Linear Accelerator. The Linac is the next step in the acceleration process. It takes
negatively charged hydrogen ions from 750 keV to 400 MeV. The Linac also operates with
15 Hz frequency. The modes of operation include feeding the beam to the Booster, feeding
the beam to the Nuclear Therapy Facility or simply dumping the beam into a concrete
block. The Booster is the first circular accelerator in the proton accelerator chain. It has
a radius of 75 meters and consists of alternating magnets and RF cavities. The Booster
strips electrons of the H− ions and accelerates the protons from 400 MeV to 8 GeV. The
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Figure 3.1 Schematic view of the TEVATRON accelerator complex.
RF cavities apply the accelerating field while the magnets apply the bending field to keep
protons in the circular orbit and ramp it up in accordance with the instantaneous energy
of the beam.
The Main Injector is a circular accelerator that serves several purposes. For one, it
accelerates the protons that transported from the Booster from 8 GeV to 150 GeV. In
another mode of operation the Main Injector stacks the antiprotons and accelerates them
to 120 GeV. The circumference of this machine is seven times that of the Booster and it
is able to accelerate beam every 2.2 sec.
3.1.2 Antiproton Source
The production of the antiprotons is a technologically challenging task and thus the
antiprotons production and storage capacity is the main limiting factor for the colliding
beams luminosity. The antiprotons are produced at the Target station when the 120 GeV
proton beam coming from the Main Injector hits a nickel target. In this process many
types of particles are being produced. A system of magnets is then used to separate
8 GeV antiprotons and direct them to the next stage accelerator. The purpose of the
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Debuncher, a triangular synchrotron 1 machine where antiprotons are directed after being
produced, is not to accelerate them but rather to make the momentum of the particles
inside the beam more uniform - this process is normally referred to as ”cooling” 2. The
mean radius of the Debuncher is 90 meters. The resulting 8 GeV beam of antiprotons
is then delivered into the Accumulator. The Accumulator is located in the same tunnel
as the Debuncher and is also a triangular synchrotron. It is used for storage and further
cooling of the antiprotons.
The Recycler is a relatively recent addition to the Fermilab accelerator chain. It
resides in the same tunnel as the Main Injector and is used to decelerate and cool down the
antiprotons left in the TEVATRON after the store. Several different cooling techniques
are used in the Recycler which serves an important purpose of improving the antiproton
utilization efficiency.
3.1.3 TEVATRON
With the diameter of exactly 2 km the TEVATRON is the largest accelerators at Fermilab,
and the only one that uses superconductive niobium/titanium alloy magnets which are
able to create 4.2 T fields. The Tevatron is mainly a storage ring. In the so called 36×36
operation mode there are 36 bunches of protons and 36 of antiprotons circling the ring
in the opposite directions. The bunches of protons and antiprotons are passing through
each other, ”bunch-crossing”, every 396 ns.
The beams of protons and antiprotons undergo focusing via quadrupole magnets in
the BØ and DØ interaction points, around which the CDF and DØ detectors are built.
This is done in order to reduce the beam spot size and thus increase the instantaneous
luminosity and the chance of a proton collision with antiproton.
3.2 The CDF II Detector
The Collider Detector at Fermilab, known as CDF[19, 20], is a multipurpose particle de-
tector built around the TEVATRON BØ interaction point. It is approximately 15 meters
long and 10 meters high and maintains approximate axial and forward-backward symme-
tries. The associated Cartesian coordinate system is defined as a right-handed basis with
the z-axis set by the colliding beams and the protons moving in the positive z-direction.
The x-axis points radially outwards and y-axis vertically upwards. Although occasion-
1A circular accelerator in which both magnetic field and accelerating electric field are changed syn-
chronously as the particles are accelerated, in order to maintain the same particle orbit.
2Another way of looking at it is to consider cooling as a process of increasing particle density in
momentum phase-space.
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Figure 3.2 Elevation view of one half of the CDF II detector.
ally it is convenient to work in cylindrical (r, z, φ) or polar (r, θ, φ) coordinates, where the
azimuthal angle φ is the (xy) plane angle measured from the direction of x-axis, another
coordinate system is commonly used in collider physics. In this system the polar angle θ
is replaced by pseudo-rapidity:
η = − ln tan θ
2
. (3.1)
The utility of the (r, θ, φ) coordinate system stems from the axial symmetry of the exper-
iment and from the nature of proton-antiproton collisions. The latter manifests itself in
the fact that the interactions of colliding partons often result in considerable longitudinal
momentum of the collision products. The rapidity of the system:
y =
1
2
ln
E + pz
E − pz , (3.2)
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transforms under boosts along the z-axis as y′ = y + tanh−1 β and thus ∆y are invariant
under such transformations. The pseudo-rapidity is the relativistic or massless approxi-
mation to the real rapidity of the system:
η =
1
2
ln
p+ pz
p− pz = − ln tan
θ
2
. (3.3)
Many detector components are segmented uniformly in η and φ . Typically the pseudo-
rapidity η refers to ”detector η” determined with respect to center of the detector co-
ordinate system. The η can also be determined with respect to the point where the
interaction took place (in that case it is called ”event η”).
After each collision the particles that were produced in the interaction traverse through
various detector subsystems. The first one they encounter is the tracking system, then
calorimetry and finally the muon sub-detectors. These are the basic components that
provide the data that serves as the foundation of our measurement. The schematic
overview of the CDF detector is shown in Fig.3.2.
3.2.1 Tracking System
The CDF tracking system consists of the Central Outer Tracker(COT)[21] and silicon
detector subsystem that in turn consists of Silicon VerteX detector(SVX), Intermediate
Silicon Layers(ISL) and Layer 00(L00) [22–24].
The entire tracking volume resides inside a superconducting solenoid magnet with the
radius of 1.5 meters and the length of 4.8 meters. It creates uniform magnetic field of 1.4 T
along the direction of the z-axis. The trajectory of a charged particle in magnetic field is
a helix. From the parameters of this helix the particle momentum can be determined, as
the magnitude of the magnetic field is known. The schematic view of the CDF tracking
system in the (r-z) plane is shown in Fig.3.3. The region of the detector with |η| < 1.0
is referred to as ”central region”.
As can be seen in Fig.3.3 a charged particle that is produced in the rapidity interval
has to travel through the entire COT tracking volume and thus has a better transverse
momentum measurement than a particle with |η| > 1.0. The region 1.0 < |η| < 3.6 is
called ”plug” or ”forward”. The first sub-detector that a particle created in a collision
transverse is the Silicon detector. The main part, SVX, consists of three cylindrical
barrels placed end-to-end in Z; each is 29 cm long with five layers of double sided micro-
strip silicon wafers. It occupies the space between 2.5 and 10.7 cm. The technology
used allows the measurement of the ionization induced by a charged particle traversing
the silicon wafer, the ”hit” position, to be measured with the precision of 12 µm. The
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Figure 3.3 The CDF tracking system.
double-sided silicon microstrips that are used in SVX are arranged so that one side of a
chip has axial3 strips, while the other side hosts either 90◦ stereo4 strips or small angle
1.2 stereo5 strips. Such an arrangement makes it possible to combine the (r-φ) and (r-z)
measurements into a three dimensional position measurement.
Both the ISL and L00 are the extensions to the silicon tracking subsystem. The L00
consists of two sets of single-sided radiation-hard silicon microstrips mounted directly
onto the beam pipe at radii of 1.35 and 1.62 cm. It provides the position measurement
closest to the interaction point. The ISL consists of several layers of double-sided silicon
placed at the radii of 22, 20 and 28 cm. It is aimed at extending the tracking coverage
to the region of 1.0 < |η| < 2.0 as well as to provide help with resolving any ambiguities
in matching COT tracks with SVX tracks in a dense-track environment.
The individual ”hits” both from the COT and the silicon detectors are linked together
with pattern-recognition software into a ”track”, the entity that describes the trajectory
of a charged particle. The measure of the performance of the tracking system can be
3Strips aligned along the z-axis, providing finest granularity in (r-φ).
4perpendicular to z-axis
5Set at a small angle to z-direction
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illustrated by the ability to determine the parameters of the helix trajectory. The reso-
lution in the impact parameter that is achieved by the tracking system is about 40 µm,
and the z0 resolution is about 70 µm, where z0 is the z coordinate of the closest approach
to the z-axis.
The Silicon detector subsystem has 722,432 readout channels. The hit data is col-
lected, assembled and packed for transmission by radiation hard integrated circuits. The
data is transported via an optical fiber link to the external data-processing units.
Precise position measurements so close to the interaction point that are possible with
the Silicon Vertex detector are used to extrapolate the tracks all the way to the collision
region. It is crucial for the determination of the vertex position and provides a measure-
ment that can distinguish a particle which is coming from a primary interaction from
a particle which was produced at a displaced secondary vertex and decay products of
another long lived particle.
After a charged particle exits the Silicon detector it passes through the Central Outer
Tracker. The COT occupies the region with |z| < 155 cm and 44 < r < 132 cm. It
is a cylindrical multi-wire open-cell drift chamber filled with Argon-Ethane gas mixture,
which was chosen as it provides fast drift velocity. This design constraint, in turn, stems
from the need to avoid event pileup; consequently the maximum drift time is required to
be less than 396 ns. The gas mixture used has the maximum drift time of about 50 ns in
the drift field of roughly 2 kV/cm.
The COT consists of 30,240 sense wires grouped into eight superlayers. The superlay-
ers alternate between axial and stereo, with the latter having the wires strung at ±2◦ with
respect to the axial direction. Each charged particle that escapes the COT traverses 96
layers of sense wires that ideally can provide the same number of position measurements.
The single hit resolution of the COT is about 140 µm. The track reconstruction software
converts the individual hits into the fitted particle trajectories, the helix parameters of
which allow the measurements of charged particle momenta. It results in the transverse
momentum resolution of:
σpT
pT
= 0.0015× pT (GeV/c). (3.4)
Whenever possible the hit information from both the COT and the Silicon detector
are combined to produce the best track fit. For the particles with very high momenta the
parameters of a track are harder to determine precisely as the curvature of the helix is
quite small. Fortunately for some of the particles, in particular, electrons, an additional
measurement of their energies is possible via the Calorimetry subsystem.
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3.2.2 The Calorimetry
Charged particles with energies greater than 350 MeV may leave the tracking volume
and propagate beyond the solenoid magnet that surrounds it. Neutral particles, both
photons and neutral hadrons, leave the tracking volume undetected. Even if they were
seen by the tracking system no information about their momenta would be available for a
quite obvious reason – their trajectories do not bend in magnetic field. In many of cases
the measurement of their momenta is essential for the understanding of observed events.
The calorimetry subsystem serves the purpose of filling this gap and is based on the
fact that as particles that have reasonably high electromagnetic or hadronic interaction
cross sections propagate through matter they transfer their energy to the medium until
eventually all of it is absorbed. Some media produce measurable response to such energy
depositions by emitting light in amounts dependent on the amount of energy lost by the
particles.
The CDF calorimetry system[25, 26] consist of alternating layers of scintillator and
absorber material. As particles interact with absorber they produce cascades of particles
or ”showers” that penetrate the scintillator. The light from the latter is guided into
the photomultipliers. Their response is in turn digitized and with the help of relevant
calibrations converted into the measurement of the deposited energy.
All the calorimeters are divided into segments or ”towers” in such a way that the
division boundaries between them point at the interaction point. The entire calorime-
try system consists of two regions, central and forward; the later is also known as the
”plug”. The central calorimeters cover the region of 2π in φ and as far as |η| < 1.0
in pseudo-rapidity. They are segmented into the ”towers” of 0.11 × 15◦ in η × φ. The
Central ElectroMagnetic (CEM) part consists of alternating layers of lead absorber and
polystyrene scintillator, while the Central HAdronic part (CHA) uses thicker steel plates
as the absorber. The CEM is 18X0 radiation lengths thick, while the CHA is around
4.5λ0 attenuation lengths thick. The energy resolution of the CEM is estimated to be:
σE
E
=
13.5%√
ET
⊕ 2%, (3.5)
where notation ⊕ means that the constant part is added in quadrature. The CHA
resolution is estimated to be:
σE
E
=
50%√
ET
⊕ 3%. (3.6)
The CEntral Shower-maximum (CES) and Central Pre-Radiator (CPR) detectors
are also considered as a parts of the calorimetry system. The CES is a gas multiwire
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proportional chamber with cathode strips that provide measurements of the z-position
and anode wires that allow a measurement of the φ of the energy deposition. The chamber
is embedded into the CEM at about 5.9X0 where the maximum of electromagnetic energy
deposition occurs. The position resolution in both directions is around 2 mm. The
CPR consists of proportional chambers placed between the solenoid and the calorimeter.
These two subsystems, CES and CPR, provide both position measurement that helps in
matching energy depositions to tracks and in shower profile measurements (information
used in particle identification to distinguish between e±/γ and γ/π0).
It should be noted that the segmentation of the calorimeters is rather large and thus
it is quite possible that the energy measured by a particular tower was contributed to
by multiple particles. Occasionally this poses a problem as the energies of the individual
particles can not be determined. In other situations, most notably when a ”jet” of
particles that results from hadronization of a quark or gluon coming directly from hard
scattering hits the calorimeter, the total energy of all component particles is exactly the
information that is needed.
3.2.3 The Muon System
Muons are 200 times heavier than electrons, so they lose substantially less energy due
to electromagnetic interactions as they travel through the calorimeter material. This
allows the muons to pierce through the calorimetry subsystem after they exit the track-
ing volume. The CDF muon subsystem consists of several chambers that are located
outside of the calorimeters and includes Central MUon detector (CMU), Central Muon
uPgrade (CMP), Central Muon eXtension (CMX)[27, 28]. Due to space and design con-
straints, the muon coverage is incomplete. Fig.3.4 shows the φ-η regions that are instru-
mented.
The CMU is comprised of series of rectangular drift cells four layers deep. The hits
registered in at least 3 out of 4 layers form a ”stub”, which after being properly matched
with the corresponding COT track suggests the presence of a muon. The CMP sub-
detector consists of both drift chambers and scintillator plates and functions similar to
the CMU by providing a ”stub” that is used in muon reconstruction. The coverages of
CMU and CMP partially overlap, refer to Fig.3.4. The CMP is placed behind additional
60 cm of steel and thus is less sensitive to remnant hadrons that penetrate through
CHA(punch-through hadrons). The CMX subsystem, like CMP, combines drift cells and
scintillator plates arranged in semi-conical arches that cover the pseudo-rapidity region
of 0.6 < |η| < 1.0.
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Figure 3.4 η and φ coverage of the CDF muon system.
3.3 Data Acquisition and Trigger
A schematic view of the CDF Data Acquisition(DAQ) and trigger system is given in
Fig.3.5. The trigger plays an important role to efficiently extract the most interesting
physics events from the large number of minimum bias and background events and to
reduce the amount of data to a reasonable volume. A huge rejection already at trigger
level is essential to retrieve the high statistics needed for the search for new physics.
The CDF trigger is a three level system. The time available for event processing
increases in each level of the trigger which permits the use of an increasing amount of
information to either accept or reject an event. While Level-1 and Level-2 triggers are
based on only parts of the detector information, the Level-3 triggers makes use of the
complete event data. A signal is defined as an event where a variable (for instance the
energy in the calorimeter) lies above a certain trigger threshold. A list of quantities that
can be cut on at the different trigger levels is given in[29]. L1 and L2 are hardware triggers
while L3 is a software trigger. An optimised version of the reconstruction executable is
running on a Linux PC farm with about 100 nodes. The design processing rates for Level-
1, 2 and 3 are 50 kHz, 300 Hz and 50 Hz respectively. The typical event size is about
250-300 kB. The L1 triggers base their decisions on information of the calorimeters, the
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Figure 3.5 Data flow schematic of the three level pipe-lined and buffered trigger system.
muon system, the forward detectors and the drift chamber(see Fig.3.6). The eXtremely
Fast Tracker(XFT) reconstructs r/φ tracks in the COT with a transverse momentum
resolution of δpT/p
2
T = 0.01651 GeV
−1. and an angular resolution of 5.1 mrad.
An important feature of Level 2 is the Silicon Vertex Tracker(SVT). It adds silicon r/φ
hits to the L1 XFT tracks. This allows to select events with two tracks having an impact
parameter larger than 120 µm in order to identify secondary vertices. This will make a
large number of important processes involving the hadronic decays of bottom hadrons
accessible. This is of special interest for Higgs physics since for low mH the Higgs boson
predominantly decays into two bottom quarks. Full event reconstruction takes place on
the L3 trigger farm and hence a wide variety of requirements can be imposed on the
events passing L3[30]. Computing power on the order of one second on a Pentium II
CPU is available per event. Events passing the final trigger level belong to a certain
trigger path. Each ”path” is a unique combination of L1, L2 and L3 triggers. The trigger
decisions are combined via a logical ”AND”. Many paths combined by a logical ”OR”
can be used to feed a single data set. The data is written to approximately 20 streams
and stored on tape. After reprocessing the events they are split up into more specific
data sets. During measurements the data quality is monitored online[31].
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Figure 3.6 Functional block diagram of the CDF L1 and L2 trigger system.
3.4 Online Monitoring
After passing L3 triggers, Data is going to be saved in storage systems. Some of the
data stream are picked up by online data validation programs, what is called “Con-
sumer” [32] as shown in Fig.3.7. The data streams are arranged by Consumer Server
Logger (CSL) [33, 34] to meet hardware and software requirements from up and down
streams. Consumer programs consist of 13 subprograms and they are always running to
check the condition of detectors and the quality of data when data taking is performed.
YMon[35]: A low level online detector diagnostic and monitor program. This generates
a bunch of plots like occupancy, energy distribution, multiplicity and so on for each
component of CDF detector.
XMon[36]: An online cross section monitor for each Level 1, 2 and 3 triggers.
TrigMon[37]: A low level online trigger diagnostic and monitor program. This monitors
the various trigger quantities in each trigger bank looking for hot/failed channels,
loose cables, trigger bits fired, bunch counter mismatches, photomultiplier spikes,
and so on.
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Figure 3.7 Data flow after L3 triggers.
LumMon[38]: An online monitor to see the performance of the Cherenkov Luminosity
Counters (CLC) and record luminosity from CLC.
BeamMon[39]: An online monitor to find the beam line and determine some properties
of the luminous region.
SVXMon[40]: The silicon monitoring program to be used for the online and oﬄine
diagnostics of the CDF silicon tracker. Its main purpose is to accumulate various
statistics during data taking and to present a coherent set of silicon performance
plots.
SiliMon[41]: An online monitor to evaluate the performance of the silicon system.
ObjectMon[42]: A high-level object monitor. The purpose is monitoring of Level 3
reconstructed objects as an online consumer. This also serves as a tool in the
validation of the oﬄine reconstruction of data.
Stage0[43]: An online monitor to check the detector performance after tracking system,
which complements YMon.
DAQMon[44]: An online monitor to check the readout performances of almost all of
the different crates in the event. This monitors the different readout time(in mi-
croseconds) and event volume(in bytes) for each crate.
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DAQErrMon[45]: An online monitor to check the consistence between event record
and various readout of data banks.
SVTSPYMON[46]: An online monitor to collect histograms and other monitoring data
(e.g. beam position information) from the SVT Online monitoring processes run-
ning on SVT crates, reformat suitably and make them available to the people in
charge of it.
PhysMon[47]: An online monitor which processes runs, file by file, and looks at things
like electron, muon, photon, Z,W , J/ψ, and trigger efficiencies. Various histograms
are also produced on time.
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b-Tagging
In this chapter, the methods of b-tagging is discussed. Physics processes that have jets
in final observable particles have huge amount of QCD light flavor jets background, and
searches for such a process becomes difficult to find a good sensitivity. Important physics
processes that include Standard Model Higgs boson or top quarks are expected to have
a large branching fraction to bottom quarks in the final state. Thereby it is critical to
identify jets which are originally b-quarks as b-jets. Then enormous QCD light flavor jets
are significantly removed.
Three ways of b-jets identification techniques have been developed and used in analyses
in CDF by utilizing properties of b-quark. “Soft Lepton b-Tagging(SLT)” uses the lepton
kinematics from the selmileptonic decay of B-meson, but the semileptonic branching ratio
is about 10% level[48, 49]. “Jet Probability b-tagging(JetProb)” is going to determine
how possibly jets are coming from primary vertex using impact parameter of the tracks
in the jets. Then, jets that are not supposed to come from primary vertex to specific
probability are assigned as b-jets[50, 51]. “Secondary Vertex b-tagging(SECVTX)” utilizes
the property that b-quark shows a displaced secondary vertex. This algorithm is used in
this thesis, and details are discussed in this chapter. However, the SECVTX b-tagging still
have much contamination from false tags or misidentification of c as b-jet. Multivariate
Neural Network(NN) technique is introduced to overcome this difficulty and improve
SECVTX tagging purity for the first time, which is also discussed in this chapter as well.
4.1 Displaced Secondary Vertex b-Tagging
The b-quark has a relatively long lifetime of 1.5 × 10−12 s. This means that the B
hadrons formed during the hadronization of the initial b-quark can travel a significant
distance before decaying into a collection of lighter hadrons. This distance is given by
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L = βcτ ′, where β is the velocity β ∼ 1 and τ ′ is the proper life time (τ ′ = τγ). The
average transverse distance traveled by the B hadron is therefore LT ∼ 6.8 mm. The
spot where the decay happens can be reconstructed in the micro-strip silicon detector by
identifying tracks which form a secondary vertex significantly displaced from the primary
pp¯ interaction point (primary vertex).
SECVTX b-tagging is performed for all of the jets in a event by using only the tracks
which are within η-φ distance of ∆R = 0.4 for each jet. Poorly reconstructed tracks1
are not used for SECVTX finding. To find secondary vertices, at least two tracks with
good quality are necessary. Displaced tracks in jets, which are determined by impact
parameter significance defined as |d0/σd0 | where d0 and σd0 are impact parameter and total
uncertainty from tracking and beam position measurements, are used for the SECVTX
reconstruction. Secondary vertices are looked for and reconstructed by two-pass approach.
Pass 1: At least three tracks are required to pass loose selection criteria (pT > 0.5 GeV/c,
|d0/σd0 | > 2.0), and secondary vertex is reconstructed out of the selected tracks.
One of the tracks used in the reconstruction is required to have pT > 1.0 GeV/c
2.
Pass 2: Exactly two tracks are required to pass tight selection criteria (pT > 1.0 GeV/c,
|d0/σd0 | > 3.5 one of the tracks must have pT > 1.5 GeV/c). Then reconstruct
secondary vertex from the two tracks.
Only when Pass 1 fails, Pass 2 is applied. If either attempt is successful, the transverse
distance Lxy from the primary vertex of the event is calculated along with the associated
uncertainty on Lxy, which we denote σLxy . Finally jets are tagged positively or negatively
depending on Lxy/σLxy (Lxy significance)[52]:
Lxy/σLxy ≥ 7.5 (positive tag) (4.1)
Lxy/σLxy ≤ −7.5 (negative tag) (4.2)
The sign of Lxy indicates the position of the secondary vertex with respect to the primary
vertex along the direction of the jet as illustrated in Fig.4.1. If the angle between the
jet direction and the vector pointing from primary vertex to the secondary vertex is less
than π/2, Lxy is positively defined. Otherwise, it becomes negative. If Lxy is positive,
the secondary vertex points towards the direction of the jet. This is consistent with a B
hadron traveling from the primary vertex in the direction of the jet. And positive Lxy is
preferred in a realistic B hadron decays. For negative Lxy the secondary vertex points
1Transverse momentum, the number of silicon hits attached to the tracks, quality of those hits, and
χ2/NDOF of tracks are used to determine if the track is good or poor.
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Figure 4.1 Cartoon showing true reconstructed secondary vertex (Lxy > 0, left) and fake
one (Lxy < 0, right).
away from the jet which may only happen by coincidence or as a result of mis-measured
tracks. Jets tagged with a negative Lxy are labeled mis-tagged jets. Additionally, in
order to reject secondary vertices due to material interaction, the secondary vertices
must satisfy the following requirements:
• Pass 2 vertices found between 1.2 and 2.5 cm from the center of SVX2 are vetoed.
• All vertices with a radius greater than 2.5 cm with respect to the center of the SVX
are vetoed.
The negative tags are useful for evaluating the rate of false positive tags, which is
denoted as “mistag” in this thesis. Mismeasurements are supposed to be randomly take
places, therefore the Lxy distribution of fake tags is expected to be symmetric with respect
to the primary vertex.
2Some care must be taken since CDF origin is taken to be the center of the COT which is not the
origin of the SVX (the SVX center is shifted approximately (-1mm,+1mm) with respect to the COT
origin.
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Figure 4.2 b-tagging efficiencies as functions of ET (left) and η(right) of jets. Only the jets
which were b-quarks in parton level are used for the calculation. Two SECVTX tagging condi-
tions, “Tight” and “Loose” are shown. The bands associated with black lines are total system-
atic uncertainty.
b-Tagging Performance
The SECVTX b-tagging algorithm is discussed, and it is also important to see the per-
formance of the method. b-tagging efficiencies are calculated as functions of ET and η of
jets using tt¯ Monte Carlo(MC) sample as shown in Fig.4.2. Unfortunately, the b-tagging
efficiency obtained from MC samples does not reflect the data. Thus this fact is com-
pensated by taking a scale factor of SFbtag = ǫdata/ǫMC into account. The scale factor is
obtained as:
SFbtag = 0.89± 0.07. (4.3)
This factor is obtained from the data with run number less than 190000, which is collected
before Aug 2004. In this thesis, the tagging criteria discussed is called “Tight SECVTX”,
which was discussed above. A “Loose” condition also exist, which requires looser criteria
on the tagging variables. The b-tagging efficiencies decreases as a function of jet η, due
to COT coverage3, which results in worse the tracking measurement in |η| > 1 region.
The mistag rate is also shown in Fig.4.3. The mistag rate increases as a function of
jet ET . It is understood that the quality of the secondary vertex reconstruction becomes
worse in high-ET region, because the resolution of tracking measurements get worse for
high pT tracks.
3Charged particles travelling |η| < 1.0 passes entire volume of COT, and it result in a good tracking
measurement. Otherwise it results in worse resolution.
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Figure 4.3 Mistag rate distributions as functions of ET (left) and η(right) of jets. The rate is
measured from inclusive jet data.
4.2 Neural Network b-Tagging
As discussed in previous section, SECVTX b-tagging put the basis on the long life time
of B hadrons. D hadrons originating from c-quarks also have fairly long life time and
c-jets are also tagged as b-jets frequently. Therefore b-tagged jets by SECVTX is still
contaminated by falsely tagged light flavor or gluon jets or c-jets4. For the sake of
improving the b-tagging purity, Neural Network[53] is applied for b-tagging(NNbtag) for
the first time. The idea is to make the best of SECVTX tag related variables and other
variables independent of SECVTX tag by combining the variables using Neural Network
into two discriminant variable to separate b-jets from c and l(light flavor or gluon) jets.
The Neural Network used in the thesis is the JETNET[54] package with an interface
to ROOT[55] provided by Ohio state university. The tagger is designed with two neural
networks in series. One is trained to separate b-jets from l-jets, and the other, b from
c. Jets which pass a cut on both of the Neural Networks outputs are accepted by the
tagger. These Neural Networks are trained and applied only to events which are already
tagged by the SECVTX algorithm. At present, the NN b-tagging is developed to increase
the purity of the SECVTX b-tagged jets. It should be a future improvement to develop
a method to increase not only purity but tagging efficiency by applying the tagger to
the jets without requiring SECVTX b-tagging condition, but it is not a discussion in this
thesis.
4Background estimate shown in chapter 6 implies that about 50% of the SECVTX tagged jets are
from falsely tagged light flavor or gluon jets and c-jets.
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SECVTX variable SECVTX independent variable
• Number of tracks in SECVTX • Number of good tracks
• Fit χ2 • Jet Probability (JetProb)
• Transverse decay length (Lxy) • Reconstructed mass of pass 1 tracks
• Lxy significance (Lxy/σLxy) • Reconstructed mass of pass 2 tracks
• Pseudo-cτ (Lxy ×MSECV TX/pSECV TXT ) • Number of pass 1 tracks
• Vertex Mass (
√
(
∑ |pvtx|)2 − (∑pvtx)2) • Number of pass 2 tracks
• pvtxT /(
∑
good tracks pT ) •
∑
Pass1 track pT/p
jet
T
• Vertex pass number (pass 1 or 2) • ∑Pass2 track pT/pjetT
Table 4.1 Variables used in the Neural Network b-tagger.
The Neural Networks take as input the same 16 variables listed in Table 4.1, and
distributions of the variables obtained from tt¯MC sample are shown in Figs.4.4 and 4.5.
Those variables are chosen primarily based on the characteristics of b-quark decay that has
higher track multiplicity, larger invariant mass, longer life time and harder fragmentation
function than c- and l-quarks. The mass-energy-momenta quantities, track quantities
and Lxy significance are good discriminators for b-jets. The pT ratio variables are useful
identifying l-jets, however c-jets are more difficult. Pseudo-cτ and fit χ2 are the best
discriminators. The output of the two Neural Networks are shown in Fig.4.6.
The Neural Network b-tagger discussed above is validated by comparing the perfor-
mance on data and Monte Carlo. The Neural Network output from b-l network on a
sample of SECVTX tagged heavy-flavor jets from the 8 GeV electron5 data and the cor-
responding Monte Carlo sample are shown in Fig.4.7, and the output from b-c network
on a tagged light-flavor jets from generic jet data and Monte Carlo is also shown there.
In accordance with Fig.4.7, Neural Network b-tagger performance on data and Monte
Carlo are consistent enough, and this means that the input variable modeling are good
adequately.
The true b-jet selection efficiency as a function of the two Neural Network outputs
for b, c and l jets are shown in Fig.4.8. We choose to set the cut value for 90% b
efficiency (after the SECVTX efficiency), corresponding to a value of NNbl = 0.182 and
NNbc = 0.242. The scale factor, measured from the electron sample, is 0.97± 0.02 (Note
that this is the additional scale factor on top of the SECVTX scale factor, and applicable
because all of the jets under consideration have already been tagged by SECVTX). Then
we find the l and c jets rejection power at these cut values. 65% of light-flavor jets and
about 50% of the c jets are rejected when keeping 90% of b-jets.
5The use of a property of semileptonic decay of B meson provides pure b-jets sample.
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Figure 4.4 SECVTX related input variables for Neural Network b-tagger. Number of tracks
in SECVTX(left), fit χ2(right) in first row, Lxy(left), Lxy significance(right) in second row,
pseudo-cτ(left), vertex mass(right) in third row, (pvtxT /(
∑
good tracks pT )(left) and vertex pass
number(right) in the bottom row. Parton-jet matching is imposed for b(black), l(red) and
c(blue) respectively.
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Figure 4.5 SECVTX independent input variables for Neural Network b-tagger. Number of
good tracks(left), jet probability(right) in first row, reconstructed mass of pass 1(left) and pass
2(right) tracks in second row, number of pass 1(left) and pass 2(right) tracks in third row,∑
track pT /p
jet
T ) of pass 1(left) and pass 2(right) tracks in the bottom row. Parton-jet matching
is imposed for b(black), l(red) and c(blue) respectively.
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Figure 4.6 Neural Network outputs obtained from trainings of b-l(left) and b-c(right) jets. b,
c and l jets are written in black, red and blue respectively.
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Figure 4.7 Comparisons of NN b-tag output in data (solid black), and Monte Carlo (dashed
red) for SECVTX-tagged heavy-flavor-enriched jets (left) and tagged light-flavor jets (right).
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Figure 4.8 The true b-jet selection efficiency as a function of outputs from b-l and b-c networks
obtained from b(top), c(bottom left) and l(bottom right) jets respectively.
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Data Set and Event Selection
One of the most important tasks for data analysis is the classification of events to select
a set of events interesting to the physics process we are looking for. The classification
is based on the final state particles and observable quantities. Particles identification
and precise measurements of their 4-momentum are the goal of detectors in collider
experiments, and which is called “event reconstruction”. After the reconstruction, events
selection which are meaningful to the target process is inevitable.
5.1 Event Reconstruction
The event data read out by the CDF detector has to undergo event reconstruction which,
roughly speaking, converts tracking system hits, calorimeter energy deposition measure-
ments and muon chamber stubs into physics objects that are associated with certain
particles. The physics objects that are important to WH → ℓνbb¯ search are jets, high
pT electron or muon and large missing transverse energy(missing ET or 6ET ), which is
the imbalance of transverse energy measurement and assigned as a transverse energy of
neutrino, because neutrino cannot be directly measured by CDF detector. Thereby, jet,
electron, muon and missing ET have to be reconstructed. Electron and muon identifica-
tion criteria, jet and missing ET reconstructions are discussed in detail.
5.1.1 Electron
Electron1 identification starts with large energy deposition in the EM part of the calorime-
ter. An existence of a high-pT track that matches the calorimeter readout is required as
well as properties of the calorimeter shower profile, unlike a hadronic shower that spreads
1Electron here means e− and e+
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into hadronic section and often spills over into neighboring towers, electromagnetic show-
ers are short and well localized. A number of other requirements are imposed on an
electron candidate and due to different instrumentation these requirements vary for dif-
ferent pseudo-rapidity ranges. Central (CEM) electrons propagate through the region of
the detector with |η| < 1.1. The following list summarizes the identification criteria that
a high-pT central electron has to satisfy:
• Large energy deposit in calorimeter
· ET ≥ 20 GeV
• Large transverse momentum obtained from COT track curvature
· pT ≥ 10 GeV
• Most energy deposit in EM calorimeter
· EHAD/EEM ≤ 0.055 + 0.00045×Etot
• Matching between calorimeters and COT
· E/P ≤ 2.0 unless PT ≥ 50 GeV/c
• EM shower shape
· Lshr ≤ 0.2
Lateral shower profile variable, a measure of deviation of energy depositions in
cluster towers from typical energy depositions observed in electron test-beam data
• Removal of charged hadron which mimics electron using CES and COT
· −3.0 cm < Q×∆x < 1.5 cm
· |∆z| < 3 cm
· χ2strip < 10.0
where ∆x and ∆z are the r-φ/r-z distances between the COT track and the match-
ing CES cluster and χ2strip is a comparison of the CES r-z profile to the electron
test beam profile
• Vertex position in luminous region
· |z0| < 60 cm
• Track quality
· COT axial superlayer segment hits ≥ 3
· COT stereo superlayer segment hits ≥ 2
Both segments are required to have ≥ 5 COT hits
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• Fiducial volume
Must traverse a well-instrumented detector region
• Photon conversion removal
Photon can be misidentified if it converts to an electron-positron pair as it goes
through materials. Such a photon is identified by looking for a pair of COT tracks
satisfying:
· opposite sign of the two track
· |∆(xy)| < 2 mm
· |∆(cot θ)| < 0.04
where ∆(xy) is the distance between the tracks in the transverse plane and cot(θ)
is the difference between the cotangent of polar angles of the tracks.
• Isolation
· EisoT /EclusterT < 0.1
where EisoT is the energy transverse to the beam direction in the cone of ∆R < 0.4
around the cluster excluding the electron cluster itself
The precision of electron transverse energy measurements from the EM clusters is
shown in Eq.3.5.
5.1.2 Muon
As discussed in Sec.3.2.3, muons are measured in subsystems outside the calorimeters,
which consists of CMU, CMP, CMX and IMU. Muon candidates are subdivided into
several categories according to the detector subsystems that they propagate through.
Muons that produce stubs2 in both CMU and CMP chambers are called CMUP muons.
The coverage of muon subsystems is different and the muons that have a stub in either
CMU or CMP are labeled CMU-only or CMP-only muons. Muons that traverse and
create a stub in CMX are called CMX muons. The list below summarizes additional
criteria that a muon candidate has to satisfy:
• High pT
· pT ≥ 20 GeV/c
• Small energy deposit in calorimeters
· EEM ≤ 2 + max(0, 0.0115× (p− 100)) GeV
· EHAD ≤ 6 + max(0, 0.0280× (p− 100)) GeV
2Track segment reconstructed by 4 layer structure in CMU, CMP and CMX is called as “stub”.
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• Isolation
· EisoT /PT ≤ 0.1
where EisoT is the transverse energy in the cone of ∆R = 0.4 around the muon track
excluding the tower associated with the track.
• Vertex position in luminous region
· |z0| ≤ 60 cm
• Cosmic ray removal
Impact parameter(d0) satisfies:
· |d0| ≤ 0.2 cm for tracks without silicon hits
· |d0| ≤ 0.02 cm for tracks with silicon hits
· Timing measurements from COT and muon chambers
• Track quality
· COT axial superlayer segment hits ≥ 3
· COT stereo superlayer segment hits ≥ 2
Both segments are required to have ≥ 5 COT hits.
· χ2 cut on muon tracks
• Matching between COT track and stub in muon chambers
· |∆xCMU | ≤ 3.0 cm (CMUP)
· |∆xCMP | ≤ 5.0 cm (CMUP)
· |∆xCMX | ≤ 6.0 cm (CMX available after run number3 of of 150144)
where |∆x| is the distance in the x-y plane between hits in muon chambers and the
track extrapolated to the radius of the muon chambers
• Fiducial cut
Muons must satisfy fiducial conditions listed below. Let xfid and zfid represent
fiducial distances of the tracks in transverse plane and z-direction respectively.
CMUP muons
· Fiducial distance from CMU: xfid < 0 cm, zfid < 0 cm
· Fiducial distance from CMP: xfid < 0 cm, zfid < −3 cm
CMX muons
· Fiducial distance from CMX: xfid < 0 cm, zfid < −3 cm
· The tracks are required to go through all COT superlayers, e.g. exit the COT
3CDF data are assigned unique six digit number, what is called “run number”, in chronological order.
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Figure 5.1 Transverse view of CMX coverage.
volume at a radius of 140cm.
· Exclude data that was detected specific CMX region which were not operating
and/or triggering in a stable fashion. CMX coverage in transverse plane is shown
in Fig.5.1 and divided into 3 regions:
Arches: 0◦ ≤ φ < 75◦, 105◦ < φ < 225◦, 315◦ < φ < 360◦
·No use of 210◦ < φ < 225◦ if η < 0 for runs between 190697 and 209760
Keystone: 75◦ ≤ φ ≤ 105◦ and η < 0
· No use for runs before 190697
Miniskirt: 225◦ ≤ φ ≤ 315◦
· No use for runs before 190697
The precision of muon momentum measurement is shown in Eq.3.4.
5.1.3 Jet
Quarks and gluons produced in the collisions undergo fragmentation as they travel away
from the interaction point. This results in a stream of energetic colorless particles propa-
gating in a relatively narrow cone around the original partons’ direction (a hadronic jet).
Most typically a jet consists of charged and neutral pions, kaons and to a lesser extent
light baryons, like protons and neutrons. The energy of the original parton is inferred
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from the sum of energy depositions of jet constituents in calorimeter towers. Jet cluster-
ing is the procedure whereby the energy in nearby calorimeter cells is joined together in
order to include as much as possible the energy depositions associated with the original
parton, while excluding the energies that are not directly related to it.
The jet clustering starts with the most energetic calorimeter tower in a cluster, called
a seed tower, and computes the energy sum in a cone of a given ∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2.
This analysis uses the cone size of R = 0.4. After a cluster is formed around the seed
tower, the position of an ET -weighted centroid is computed as:
ηcentroid =
∑
i∈clusterE
i
Tη
i∑
i∈clusterE
i
T
, (5.1)
φcentroid =
∑
i∈cluster E
i
Tφ
i∑
i∈cluster E
i
T
. (5.2)
The centroid position defines the new cluster center and the new clustering cone is drawn
around it. The process is repeated until the cluster remains unchanged. In some sit-
uations the clusters overlap and are either merged if the overlap is more than 75% or
left unchanged. A jet ”raw” four-momentum is then determined based on the energy
of the cluster and the position of the centroid. There are a lot of effects both physics
and detector that contribute to the deviation of the jet four-momentum constructed as
outlined above and the four-momentum of the original parton. Several corrections are
applied to the raw quantities:
EcorrT = (E
raw
T × frel ×−EMIT )× fabs − EUET + EOCT , (5.3)
where the corrections are the following:
• Level 1: relative correction, frel, detector-η dependent, takes into account differences
in tower-by-tower calorimeter response
• Level 2: time-dependent correction, ftime, compensates for calorimeter deterioration
over time, due, for instance, to aging of the photo-tubes
• Level 3: raw energy scale, fscale, accounts for non-linearities in single-particle
• Level 4: multiple interactions, EMIT , correct for the possibility of several interactions
in a particular bunch-crossing, parametrized by the number of vertices in the event
• Level 5: absolute energy correction, fabs , a pT -dependent factor obtained from the
Monte Carlo as a mean ratio of parton pT to the jet pT
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• Level 6: underlying event, EUET , accounts for any contributions to the jet energy
not coming from the original parton, beam remnants, spectator partons
• Level 7: out-of-cone correction, EOCT , parametrized by pT and determined from
Monte Carlo, accounts for the energy deposited outside of the cone due to gluon
radiation and fragmentation effects
Where level 2 and 3 corrections are no longer used explicitly, but those correction effects
are already included in level 1 correction4.
5.1.4 Missing Transverse Energy
The so called ”missing transverse energy” or 6ET is a reconstructed object that is not
directly related to a single particle produced in a collision. Considered as a two-component
vector that lies in the plane transverse to the beam direction it is simply the negative
of the sum of all transverse momenta in the event. More precisely, the uncorrected 6ET
is the negative of the vector sum of all calorimeter tower depositions projected on the
transverse plane. The missing energy is often thought of as a measure of the sum of the
momenta of the particles that escape detection, most notably neutrinos. In order to be
more readily interpretable as such the raw 6ET needs to be corrected:
6EcorrT = 6ErawT −
∑
jets
(
EcorrT jet −ErawT jet
)
, (5.4)
where EcorrT jet, E
raw
T jet are transverse energy of jets before and after the jet energy correction,
6ErawT is a raw level missing ET defined as:
6ErawT = −
∑
i∈tower
E
(i)
T , (5.5)
where E
(i)
T is transverse energies of any calorimeter towers.
5.2 Event Selection
The experimental observable particles of WH → ℓνbb¯ are lepton(e±/µ±), two jets and
missing ET , where lepton and missing ET are originating fromW -boson. Thereby such a
lepton is expected to have high-pT and also large missing ET is expected because almost all
of energies of W -boson is split into lepton and neutrino. For WH → ℓνbb¯ target process,
4In a development of jet energy correction, those corrections were divided before.
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high-pT electron and muon triggers are used and additional oﬄine selection criteria are
imposed.
5.2.1 Triggers
High-pT Electron Trigger
At the Level 1 trigger, calorimeter towers are gathered in pairs so that the effective η×φ
segmentation is 0.2 × 15◦. At least one trigger tower is required to have ET > 8 GeV
with EHAD/EEM < 0.125. At least one XFT track with pT > 8 GeV/c is also required to
point to this tower. At Level 2, a clustering algorithm combines the energy deposited in
neighboring towers. Towers adjacent to the seed tower fond at Level 2 with ET > 7.5 GeV
are added to the cluster. The total ET of the cluster must be larger than 16 GeV. At
Level 3, full event reconstruction and electron identification are performed. A three
dimensional COT track of pT > 9 GeV must point to a cluster of ET > 18GeV with
EHAD/EEM < 0.125. This trigger is denoted by “ELECTRON CENTRAL 18”
High-pT Muon Trigger
CMUP : At Level 1, hits in the CMU to match hits in the CMP are required. An XFT
track with pT > 4 GeV/c must point to the CMU and CMP hits. At Level 2, XFT
track with pT > 8 GeV/c, which does not necessarily match the muon hits, has
to exist. At Level 3, a fully reconstructed COT track with pT > 18 GeV/c must
match a stub in the CMU(|∆x|CMU < 10 cm) and in the CMP(|∆x|CMP < 20 cm).
This trigger is called “MUON CMUP18”.
CMX : At Level 1, CMX hits must match the central muon extension scintillator hits
and an XFT track with pT >8 GeV/c. At Level 2, no requirement is imposed. At
Level 3, a fully reconstructed COT track with pT > 18 GeV/c must match a stub
in the CMX(|∆x|CMX < 10 cm). This trigger is called “MUON CMX18”.
5.2.2 Oﬄine Selections
To select candidate events of WH → ℓνbb¯ process, the following criteria are imposed:
• Data quality
Data taken with silicon detector components must be in good quality[56], which is
based on the conditions of each component of detectors.
• Trigger
Data must be triggered by the specific triggers discussed in the previous section.
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• Presence of exactly one primary lepton(e±/µ±)
Leptonic decay of W -boson produce exactly one high pT electron or muon, which
must be identified by the criteria discussed in Secs.5.1.1 and 5.1.2. If there exist
more than one leptons, such events are vetoed.
• Distance between primary vertex and vertex of lepton track
· |zlepton track − z0| < 5 cm
If the lepton is coming from the interaction point(primary vertex, z0), vertex posi-
tion of lepton track(zlepton track) should be close to primary vertex.
• Z0 removal
If some leptons are not identified correctly, for example isolated tracks, Z0 → ℓℓ¯
events still remain. To remove such events, invariant mass of the lepton and other
objects(X) must not be in the Z0-boson mass window(76 < mℓX < 106 GeV/c
2).
• Large missing ET
· 6ET > 20 GeV
Neutrino from W -boson decay is expected to have large missing transverse energy.
• Jet
· ET > 15 GeV
· |η| < 2.0
The target process considered in this thesis contains two jets originating from H →
bb¯ decay mode. Thus the jets are expected to have large transverse energy and
they are required to be in the SVX coverage for SECVTX b-tagging. For the search
for WH → ℓνbb¯ , W+ exactly 2 jets events are used. However, W+1,3,≥4 jet
events also gives a good cross checks of the data handling and background modeling
considered in the next chapter.
• b-tagging
To increase the purity of b-tagged events, at least one SECVTX b-tagged jets are
required. If only one of the jets is b-tagged, the jet is required to pass the Neural
Network b-tagging filter to reject mistag, Wcc¯ and Wc event. If there are two
or more SECVTX b-tagged jets, Neural Network is not applied. Such events are
considered to be pure enough, because it is rare that two or more jets are mistagged
by SECVTX simultaneously.
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Detector Integrated luminosity(pb−1)
CEM 955 ± 57
CMUP 955 ± 57
CMX (arch) 941 ± 56
CMX (keystone and miniskirt) 622 ± 37
Table 5.1 Integrated luminosity breakdown into sub detectors.
5.2.3 Luminosity
The data used in this thesis is collected between February 2002 and February 2006.
The integrated luminosity as a function of time is shown in Fig.1.2, which shows that
about 1.7 fb−1 is delivered by TEVATRON and 1.5 fb−1, which does not require silicon
detectors, is recorded by CDF DAQ system. The integrated luminosity of data with
silicon detector and good quality becomes 955 pb−1. Due to some inefficiency in specific
portions of detectors, the total luminosities differ from detector to detector as listed in
Table 5.1. In this thesis, the total luminosity is denoted by 955 pb−1 or 1fb−1 depending
on the context.
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Background
Once data interesting to the target process is obtained, background estimation, which
is dependent on the purposes of analyses, becomes possible and it is the biggest deal to
say something new from the data. In this chapter, a method of background estimation
is discussed in detail. The final state of WH → ℓνbb¯ process is lepton (e±/µ±)+ two
jets + large missing ET , which is called “W+2jets” event. This state is very similar
to the most promising process of top quark pair production, what is called “W+4jet”1
process (tt¯ → (bℓ−ν¯)(bqq¯′)) except for the number of jets. W+3 or more jets bin is
dominated by tt¯ events. Thereby, the background estimate can be validated by measuring
tt¯ production cross section using W+3 or more jets data. For this purpose, background
estimation is performed for W+1, 2, 3, ≥ 4 jet events.
6.1 Background Categories
Background consists of all possible physics process except for the target process. The
purpose of the background estimation is to search for the Standard Model Higgs boson.
Thus the background components listed below are taken into account.
• Non-W QCD:
Events that lepton is faked by QCD jet or lepton comes from semileptonic decay of
heavy flavor jet
• Mistag:
Events that have jets falsely b-tagged by SECVTX and Neural Network b-tagger
due to vertex and track resolution
1When one of the jets are not measured or does not satisfy the jet selection criteria, such an event,
called “W+3jet”, is also used because large acceptance of tt¯ process in W + 3jet bin
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• W+ heavy flavor:
Wbb¯, Wcc¯ and Wc processes in parton level
• Monte Carlo derived background:
Events originating from tt¯, single top, diboson (WW/WZ/ZZ) and Z → ττ pro-
cesses
In the following subsections, each contributions of the background source is discussed in
detail.
6.1.1 Non-W QCD
Jet events sometimes mimic W -boson signature when jet passes the lepton selection
criteria based on calorimeter based measurement or heavy flavor jet produces leptons
via semileptonic decay. Also large missing ET deriving from mismeasurements of energy
or semileptonic decays of heavy flavor jet can be obtained. It is difficult to model and
produce such a event in detector simulation since heavy flavor content cannot be well
predicted.
Generally, non-W events mainly come from a non-isolated lepton2 and small missing
ET . Such a event is used to extrapolate the expected non-W contribution in signal region,
e.g. good lepton isolation and large missing ET . Accordingly, let isolation vs missing ET
plane be divided into 4 sectors (shown in Fig.6.1)[57, 58]:
• region A: Isolation > 0.2 and 6ET< 15 GeV
• region B: Isolation < 0.1 and 6ET< 15 GeV
• region C: Isolation > 0.2 and 6ET> 20 GeV
• region D: Isolation < 0.1 and 6ET> 20 GeV
Here, region D is the signal region. Missing ET vs isolation distribution obtained from
high-pT electron and muon samples are shown in Fig.6.2. For an extraction of non-W
background from data, we set a couple of assumptions:
• Lepton isolation and missing ET are uncorrelated in non-W events
• b-tagging rate is not dependent on missing ET in non-W events
2Object that passes all of the lepton identification criteria except for isolation requirement.
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Figure 6.1 Missing ET and lepton isolation plane divided into four sectors for non-W back-
ground estimation.
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Figure 6.2 Missing ET vs lepton isolation distributions in high-pT electron(left) and
muon(right) samples associated with at least one jet before applying SECVTX b-tagging.
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Lepton and missing ET in non-W events are not real, therefore there is not any reason to
have correlation between them. Also b-tagging is not supposed to be affected too much
by missing ET .
With the first assumption, the number of non-W events(Nnon−WD ) and its fraction(fnon−W )
in the signal region before requiring b-tagging are obtained as:
Nnon−WD =
NB ×NC
NA
, (6.1)
fnon−W =
Nnon−WD
ND
=
NA ×NB
NC ×ND , (6.2)
where Ni (i = A,B,C,D) are the number of pretag
3 events in each sideband region. In
accordance with the second assumption, the SECVTX b-tagging efficiency obtained in
region B can be applied to the signal region D. Here we define an event tagging efficiency
per taggable jets as:
rB =
N
(tagged event)
B
N
(taggable jet)
B
, (6.3)
where N
(tagged event)
B and N
(taggable jet)
B are number of tagged events and taggable jets in
region B respectively. Then the number of non-W background in regionD after SECVTX
b-tagging(N+non−WD ) is obtained by the relation of:
N+non−WD = fnon−W × rB ×N (taggable jets)D . (6.4)
We call this procedure “Tag Rate Method” since it uses the tag rate in region B It is also
possible to estimate non-W contribution directly from the SECVTX tagged sample as:
N ′+non−WD =
N+B ×N+C
NA+
, (6.5)
where N+X (X = A,B,C,D) denotes positive SECVTX b-tagged events, and this method
is called “Tagged Method”. These methods are data-based techniques, so the estimates
could also contain other background processes. Subtracting the known backgrounds
should results in a better non-W QCD estimate. The contributions from tt¯ and W+jets
events to each sideband region are studied in [57, 58], and their contributions from tt¯ and
W+jets events to each side band region are subtracted.
For a validation and estimation of systematic uncertainties of the four sector method,
the following sectors are considered:
• region A: Isolation > 0.2 and 6ET< 15 GeV
3Pretag means before b-tagging
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Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥4jet
TagRate 124.6 ± 25.8 56.9 ± 12.1 16.3 ± 3.6 6.5 ± 1.5
Tagged 206.1 ± 54.7 76.5 ± 22.4 24.1 ± 9.4 20.8 ± 12.0
Combined 139.1 ± 23.3 61.3 ± 10.7 17.3 ± 3.4 6.7 ± 1.5
Table 6.1 Summary of non-W background estimate as a function of jet multiplicity for events
with at least one SECVTX b-tagged jet.
• region E: 0.1 < Isolation < 0.2 and 6ET< 15 GeV
• region C: Isolation > 0.2 and 6ET> 20 GeV
• region F : 0.1 < Isolation < 0.2 and 6ET> 20 GeV
• region A′′: Isolation > 0.1 and 6ET< 10 GeV
• region A′ : Isolation > 0.1 and 10 < 6ET< 20 GeV
• region B′′: Isolation < 0.1 and 6ET< 10 GeV
• region B′ : Isolation < 0.1 and 10 < 6ET< 20 GeV
These regions are slightly different from what was considered the non-W estimation.
Thus they are useful to see the effects, e.g. stability and systematic uncertainty, when
boundaries of the four sectors are varied. The ratios of G = (NE · NC)/(NA · NF ) and
G′ = (NB′′ · NA′)/(NA′′ · NB′) are calculated for both pretag and tagged samples. Here
region F and B′ are the isolation and missing ET side band region. If the extrapolations
from isolation and missing ET are valid, the fractions of G and G
′ should be equal to
unity. Deviations from unity is assigned as systematic uncertainty. For both of pretag
and tagged estimate, 25% systematic uncertainty is assigned conservatively.
After obtaining the estimates independently with the tag rate method and tagged
method, those two results are combined by taking weighted average. At first the estimates
over the different detector components for each method are added, then these two methods
are combined. The final non-W estimates are shown in Table 6.1 for events with at least
one SECVTX b-tagged jet. The result from tagged method gives slightly higher estimate
than tag rate method. But those methods are considered consistent within uncertainties.
When Neural Network b-tagging is applied, a non-W rejection factor is measured
from data in region C. Region C is supposed to have a very similar event kinematics to
real non-W events in the signal region D because only lepton isolation is the difference
between the two regions. Finally, non-W estimate before applying NN b-tagging is scaled
by this rejection factor.
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Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥4jet
≥1 SECVTX 139.1 ± 23.3 61.3 ± 10.7 17.3 ± 3.4 6.7 ± 1.5
= 1 SECVTX 139.1 ± 23.3 59.9 ± 10.4 16.4 ± 3.2 6.4 ± 1.4
= 1 SECVTX & NN tag 84.2 ± 14.1 38.9 ± 6.7 12.1 ± 2.3 5.5 ± 1.2
≥ 2 SECVTX - 1.4 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.1
Table 6.2 Summary of non-W background estimate as a function of jet multiplicity for various
b-tagging options.
The non-W estimate for events with at least two SECVTX tags is obtained by mea-
suring the ratio of the number of events with at least one b-tagging to that with at least
two b-taggings in region A’(Isolation > 0.1 and 10 < 6ET< 20 GeV), B, and C’(Isolation
> 0.1 and 6ET> 20 GeV) because just a few events remain after requiring at least two
SECVTX b-tagging. The non-W estimate for at least two SECVTX b-tagging is obtained
by applying the ratio to the estimate with at least one SECVTX b-tagging. The results of
non-W background estimate for various b-tagging strategies are summarized in Table 6.2
6.1.2 Mistag
The rate of SECVTX mistag or false tagged jets is derived from generic jet sample
varying bins of η, φ, jet ET , track multiplicity within an event[59]. Tag rate probabilities
are summed for all of the taggable jets in the event. Since the double mistag rate is small,
this sum is a good approximation of the single-tag event rate. Negative mistags, tags
with unphysical negative decay length due to finite tracking resolution, are calculated as
an estimate of falsely tagged jets, independent to first order of heavy flavor content in the
generic jet sample. And 8% systematic uncertainty is taken into account. The positive
mistag rate is enhanced relative to the negative tag rate by light-flavor secondary vertices
and material interactions in the silicon detectors. As a result, the positive mistag rate is
estimated by multiplying the negative mistag rate by a factor of 1.37±0.15 [60]. For data
collected after December 2004, additional correction factor of 1.05± 0.03 [61] is applied.
The final mistag estimate is corrected down by the non-W QCD fraction and also the
tt¯ contribution to the pretag sample. To estimate the mistag contribution in NN-tagged
events, we apply the light flavor rejection power of the b-tagger 0.35± 0.05, as shown in
Sec.4.2, to the mistag estimate before applying NN b-tagger[62]. The mistag estimate
for various b-tagging strategies are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥4jet
≥ 1 SECVTX tag 399.0 ± 63.0 163.5 ± 25.8 49.2 ± 7.8 15.2 ± 2.4
= 1 SECVTX tag 399.0 ± 63.0 159.9 ± 25.3 47.2 ± 7.5 14.0 ± 2.2
= 1 SECVTX & NN tag 139.7 ± 27.3 53.9 ± 10.7 15.7 ± 3.1 4.2 ± 0.8
≥ 2 SECVTX tag - 3.5 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.2
Table 6.3 Summary of mistag background estimate for various b-tagging strategies.
6.1.3 W+Heavy Flavor
The Wbb¯ and Wcc¯ states are major sources of background of b-tags in the W+jets chan-
nel. They are estimated primarily from the Monte Carlo, but their overall rates are
normalized to data, because MC generators can predict W+jets events only to leading
order diagrams. As a result, large theoretical uncertainties exist for overall normaliza-
tion. The contribution from true heavy flavor production in W+jet events is determined
from measurements of the heavy flavor event fraction in W+jet events and the tagging
efficiency for those events.
These heavy flavor fractions have been studied extensively [63] using ALPGEN +HER-
WIG Monte Carlo[64, 65]. Heavy flavor fractions measured in ALPGEN have been cal-
ibrated using a jet data sample. A scaling factor of 1.5 ± 0.4 is found to be necessary
to make the heavy flavor production in Monte Carlo match the production in data. The
final results of heavy flavor fractions are obtained as shown in Table 6.4. In the table,
1B and 1C means the case that only one of the heavy flavor jets are detected when one
of them goes out of the detector coverage or two jets merge into the same jet. 2B and
2C are the case that both of the heavy flavor jets are observed.
For the tagged W+HF background estimate, the heavy flavor fractions and tagging
rates given in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 are multiplied by the number of pretag events in data,
after the number of pretag events have been corrected for the non-W contribution. The
W+HF background must also be corrected for the contribution of tt¯ events to the pretag
sample.
In the previous analysis with 319 pb−1[8] the evidence that the disagreement in
W+1jet and W+2jet events are due to the heavy flavor fraction. In this analysis, the
same correction factor of 1.2±0.2, which is obtained by fitting W+1jet events, is applied
to the heavy flavor fraction. Finally W+HF background is obtained by the following
relation:
NW+HF = fHF · ǫtag · [Npretag · (1− fnon−W )−NEWK] , (6.6)
where fHF is heavy fraction, ǫtag is tagging efficiency and NEWK is the expected num-
ber of tt¯, single top and diboson events. The W+heavy flavor background estimate is
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Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥ 4 jet
W+HF fraction before tagging (%)
WBB(1B) 1.0 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.6
WBB(2B) 0.0 ± 0.0 1.4 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 0.7
WCC(1C) 1.6 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.6 3.4 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.0
WCC(2C) 0.0 ± 0.0 1.8 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.7 3.7 ± 1.0
Wc 4.3 ± 0.9 6.0 ± 1.3 6.3 ± 1.3 6.1 ± 1.3
Table 6.4 The heavy flavor fractions in W + jets sample. Raw results from ALPGEN Monte
Carlo have been scaled by the data-derived calibration factor of 1.5 ± 0.4. (Wc fractions have
not been rescaled.)
summarized in Table 6.6.
6.1.4 Monte Carlo Derived Background
The normalization of the diboson and single top backgrounds are based on the theoretical
cross sections listed in Table 6.7[66–69], the measured luminosity and the acceptance
and b-tagging efficiency derived from MC. The MC acceptance is corrected for lepton
identification, trigger efficiencies and z vertex cut. The tagging efficiency is always cor-
rected by the scale factor (MC/data) of 0.89± 0.07. The expected number of events is
obtained by the equation
N =
∫
Ldt× ǫ× σ, (6.7)
where ǫ is the total detection efficiency corrected by all of the scale factors.
6.1.5 Summary of Background Estimate
We have described the contributions of individual background sources to the final back-
ground estimate. The summary of the background estimates for the b-tagging condition
of exactly one b-tagged jet before and after applying NN filter and at least two SECVTX
b-tagged jets are shown in Tables 6.8, 6.9, Figs.6.3 and 6.4. In accordance with those
tables and figures, observed data and the Standard Model background expectations are
consistent each other before and after Neural Network b-tagging is applied. It is also true
for at least two b-tagged events shown in Table 6.10 and Fig.6.4.
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Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥ 4jet
≥ 1 SECVTX b-tag
WBB(1B) 33.2 ± 2.4 34.5 ± 2.5 36.7 ± 2.6 40.2 ± 2.9
WBB(2B) - 51.3 ± 3.6 54.1 ± 3.8 55.1 ± 3.9
WCC(1C) 6.2 ± 0.9 8.0 ± 1.1 9.7 ± 1.4 11.6 ± 1.6
WCC(2C) - 14.4 ± 2.0 17.0 ± 2.4 17.8 ± 2.5
WC 8.9 ± 1.3 8.7 ± 1.2 7.6 ± 1.1 3.4 ± 0.5
≥ 1 SECVTX and NN b-tag
WBB(1B) 29.9 ± 2.1 31.8 ± 2.3 34.1 ± 2.4 35.9 ± 2.6
WBB(2B) - 47.2 ± 3.4 51.5 ± 3.7 51.3 ± 3.6
WCC(1C) 3.8 ± 0.5 5.5 ± 0.8 6.1 ± 0.9 6.4 ± 0.9
WCC(2C) - 9.9 ± 1.4 8.6 ± 1.2 9.5 ± 1.4
WC 5.0 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.7 3.1 ± 0.4 3.4 ± 0.5
≥ 2 SECVTX b-tag
WBB(2B) - 9.7 ± 0.7 13.6 ± 1.0 11.5 ± 0.8
WCC(2C) - 1.2 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1
Table 6.5 The b-tagging efficiencies by various b-tagging strategies for individual W+heavy
flavor processes. Those numbers include the effect of the scale factors of SECVTX and NN
b-tagger.
Jet multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥ 4jet
≥ 1 SECVTX b-tag
Wbb¯ 340.9 ± 118.3 179.0 ± 61.2 37.8 ± 12.3 8.0 ± 3.2
Wcc¯ 101.6 ± 35.3 67.1 ± 22.9 16.4 ± 5.3 3.7 ± 1.5
Wc 325.7 ± 82.8 65.1 ± 17.0 8.3 ± 2.2 0.6 ± 0.2
= 1 SECVTX b-tag
Wbb¯ 340.9 ± 118.3 158.7 ± 54.2 32.1 ± 10.5 7.0 ± 2.8
Wcc¯ 101.6 ± 35.3 63.8 ± 21.8 16.0 ± 5.2 3.6 ± 1.5
Wc 325.7 ± 82.8 65.1 ± 17.0 8.3 ± 2.2 0.6 ± 0.2
= 1 SECVTX and NN b-tag
Wbb¯ 306.9 ± 106.9 144.7 ± 49.4 29.9 ± 9.7 6.4 ± 2.5
Wcc¯ 63.1 ± 22.0 43.0 ± 14.7 8.7 ± 2.8 1.9 ± 0.8
Wc 185.7 ± 47.2 34.4 ± 9.0 3.4 ± 0.9 0.6 ± 0.2
≥ 2 SECVTX b-tag
Wbb¯ - 20.3 ± 7.0 5.7 ± 1.8 1.0 ± 0.4
Wcc¯ - 3.3 ± 1.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.04
Wc - - - -
Table 6.6 Summary of W+heavy flavor background estimate for various b-tagging options.
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Theoretical Cross Sections
WW 12.40 ± 0.8 pb
WZ 3.96 ± 0.06 pb
ZZ 1.58 ± 0.02 pb
Single Top s-channel 0.88 ± 0.05 pb
Single Top t-channel 1.98 ± 0.08 pb
Z → ττ 320 ± 9.0 pb
tt¯ 6.7 +0.7−0.9 pb
Table 6.7 Theoretical cross sections and errors for the electroweak and single top backgrounds,
along with the theoretical cross section for tt¯ at (mt = 175GeV/c
2). The cross section of
Z0 → ττ is obtained in the dilepton mass of m > 30 GeV/c2 together with k-factor(NLO/LO)
of 1.4.
!!!!!!!!!!Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥ 4jet
Pretag Events 94051 14604 2362 646
Mistag 399.0 ± 63.0 159.9 ± 25.3 47.2 ± 7.5 14.0 ± 2.2
Wbb¯ 340.9 ± 118.3 158.7 ± 54.2 32.1 ± 10.5 7.0 ± 2.8
Wcc¯ 101.6 ± 35.3 63.8 ± 21.8 16.0 ± 5.2 3.6 ± 1.5
Wc 325.7 ± 82.8 65.1 ± 17.0 8.3 ± 2.2 0.6 ± 0.2
tt¯(6.7pb) 7.9 ± 1.4 49.2 ± 8.3 100.2 ± 16.9 116.8 ± 19.7
Single Top 19.1 ± 2.0 27.1 ± 2.9 5.6 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.1
Diboson/Z0 → ττ 20.0 ± 3.3 23.3 ± 3.4 6.8 ± 1.4 1.7 ± 0.6
non-W QCD 139.1 ± 23.3 59.9 ± 10.4 16.4 ± 3.2 6.4 ± 1.4
Total Background 1353.3 ± 187.4 607.0 ± 83.6 232.6 ± 25.2 151.0 ± 20.5
Observed Events 1409 666 241 167
Table 6.8 Background estimate in exactly one SECVTX b-tagged events as a function of jet
multiplicity.
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Jet Multiplicity 1jet 2jet 3jet ≥ 4jet
Pretag Events 94051 14604 2362 646
Mistag 139.7 ± 27.3 53.9 ± 10.7 15.7 ± 3.1 4.2 ± 0.8
Wbb¯ 306.9 ± 106.9 144.7 ± 49.4 29.9 ± 9.7 6.4 ± 2.5
Wcc¯ 63.1 ± 22.0 43.0 ± 14.7 8.7 ± 2.8 1.9 ± 0.8
Wc 185.7 ± 47.2 34.4 ± 9.0 3.4 ± 0.9 0.6 ± 0.2
tt¯(6.7pb) 6.9 ± 1.2 42.0 ± 6.6 84.9 ± 12.8 98.6 ± 14.3
Single Top 16.7 ± 1.8 23.5 ± 2.4 4.8 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.1
Diboson/Z0 → ττ 11.7 ± 2.2 14.2 ± 2.3 3.9 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.3
non-W QCD 84.2 ± 14.1 38.9 ± 6.7 12.1 ± 2.3 5.5 ± 1.2
Total Background 814.9 ± 140.7 394.4 ± 66.6 163.4 ± 18.7 118.9 ± 14.9
Observed Events 856 421 177 139
Table 6.9 Background estimate in events with exactly one SECVTX b-tagged jet that passes
the NN filter as a function of jet multiplicity.
Jet Multiplicity 2jet 3jet ≥ 4jet
Observed Events(pretag) 14604 2362 646
Mistag 3.5 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.2
Wbb¯ 20.3 ± 7.0 5.7 ± 1.8 1.0 ± 0.4
Wcc¯ 3.3 ± 1.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.04
Wc - - -
tt¯(6.7pb) 10.4 ± 2.3 29.5 ± 6.4 45.5 ± 9.9
Single Top 4.2 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.1
Diboson/Z0 → ττ 1.2 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1
non-W QCD 1.4 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.1
Total Background 44.2 ± 8.5 40.1 ± 6.8 48.6 ± 10.0
Observed Events 39 44 65
Table 6.10 Background estimate in at least two SECVTX b-tagged events as a function of jet
multiplicity.
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Figure 6.3 Number of events as a function of jet multiplicity obtained from exactly one
SECVTX b-tagged events before(left) and after(right) applying the NN b-tagging requirement.
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Figure 6.4 Number of events as a function of jet multiplicity obtained from at least two
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 6.5 Summary of background and signal event yields versus number of jets in the event
when requiring at least one b-tagged jet(left) and at least two b-tagged jets(right). The tt¯
contribution is normalized to the measured cross section in each sample. The HT requirement
is released for events with fewer than three jets. The hashed region shows the uncertainty on
the total expectation.
6.2 tt¯ Production Cross Section Measurement
The final state of the most significant top quark pair production is tt¯ → (bℓ+ν)(b¯ℓ−ν¯),
what is called lepton+4jet, process. Most of the lepton+jets top quark pair process
are supposed to go into W + 3 or more jets bin. We have obtained background for
lepton+jets events as a function of jet multiplicity, and this makes it possible if the
background estimates are reasonable or not by measuring the tt¯ production cross section
because W + 3 or more jets bins are dominated by tt¯ events after requiring at least one
SECVTX b-tagged jet.
6.2.1 Measurement with 319 pb−1
The tt¯ production cross section measurements was performed using an integrated lumi-
nosity of 319 pb−1 under the assumption of top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 [70] with an
additional HT > 200 GeV selection
4 criteria to increase the purity of tt¯ events. The
background estimate summary is shown in Fig.6.5. The resulting cross sections from
the two b-tagging strategies are obtained as:
σtt¯ = 8.7± 0.9(stat.)+1.1−0.9(syst.)pb (at least 1 b−tagged jet), (6.8)
σtt¯ = 10.1
+1.6
−1.4(stat.)
+2.0
−1.3(syst.)pb (at least 2 b−tagged jets). (6.9)
4HT is defined as a scalar some of all physics objects.
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Figure 6.6 HT distribution in W + 3 or 4 jet events with at least one b-tagged jets.
The observed production cross sections are consistent with the theoretical cross section
of σtt¯ = 6.1
+0.6
−0.8 pb for top quark mass of 178 GeV/c
2.
6.2.2 Updated Measurement with 695 pb−1
As discussed above, we already estimated background in W+jets events as a function
of jet multiplicity. The tt¯ contribution to background must be removed for the tt¯ cross
section measurement. The HT distribution in at least one tagged b-jet events is shown
in Fig.6.6 with 695 pb−1 of data 5. We also applied additional HT > 200 GeV selection
criteria for W+3 or more jets events, and obtained background estimate of at least one
and two b-tagged jets events as shown in Fig.6.7[71] separately. The observed cross
sections are
σtt¯ = 8.2± 0.6(stat.)± 1.0(syst.), (at least 1 b−tagged jet), (6.10)
σtt¯ = 8.8
+1.2
−1.1(stat.)
+2.0
−1.3(syst.) (at least 2 b−tagged jets), (6.11)
5The tt¯ production cross section measurement was performed when only 695 pb−1 was available, and
it is not officially updated to 1 fb−1 at present.
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for top quark mass6 at 175 GeV/c2. Those measurements are consistent with the theo-
retical cross section of σtt¯ = 6.7
+0.7
−0.9 pb for top quark mass of 175 GeV/c
2.
Furthermore, we have applied a Neural Network b-tagging to W+jets events in the
previous section. It is a good cross check to measure tt¯ production cross section with the
Neural Network b-tagging requirement to see if our background modeling works well when
Neural Network b-tagging is applied. The summary of background estimate requiring at
least one b-tagged jet that passes Neural Network filter is shown in Fig.6.8, and tt¯
production cross section is measured as:
σtt¯ = 8.5± 0.6(stat.)± 1.0(syst.). (6.12)
This result is consistent before applying Neural Network b-tagging and theoretical cross
section of σtt¯ = 6.7
+0.7
−0.9 pb. Accordingly, the background modeling of the Neural Net-
work b-tagging is validated by the fact that it results in a consistent tt¯ cross section
measurement before applying that.
6In the measurement with 319 pb−1, the world average of the top quark mass was about 178 GeV/c2,
and it was used for geometrical and kinematic acceptance calculation. After using the latest data up
to 750 pb−1, the measured top quark mass becomes 172.5 ± 2.3 GeV/c2at CDF. And top mass of
175 GeV/c2is used as a milestone for other measurement.
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Figure 6.7 The expected number of W+jets events with at least one SECVTX b-tagged
jet(left) and at least two SECVTX b-tagged jets(right). In the at least one b-tagged sample,
HT > 200 GeV selection criteria is required. The top prediction is scaled to our measured value
of 8.2 pb(left) and 8.8 pb(right). The cross section measurement is only based on events with
3 or more jets.
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Figure 6.8 The expected number of W+jets events with at least one b-tagged jet that passes
the Neural Network b-tagging condition. The top pair prediction is scaled to the measured value
of 8.5 pb. The cross section measurement is only based on events with 3 or more jets.
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Search for Higgs Boson Production
Events selection and background estimation for the search for WH → ℓνbb¯ process is
completed up to previous chapter. For the purpose of the search, signal acceptance and
its systematic uncertainties are discussed first. Several b-tagging options are considered
in this thesis, and it is also important to find the best way of the search a priori. A sen-
sitivity study is considered. Then comparison between the Standard Model background
prediction and data is performed.
7.1 Acceptance
The evaluation of the number of expected events of undiscovered process is based on
theoretical cross section, branching ratio and a meaningful inputs of the parameters that
the process depends on. In WH → ℓνbb¯ process, the dynamics is well defined by the
Standard Model and it can be generated by Monte Carlo generators. In this thesis,
PYTHIA[72] is used to generate the signal samples. However, the Standard Model Higgs
boson is not discovered yet and its mass is an arbitrary input parameter. In accordance
with other experiments, as discussed in Sec.2.5, a constraint on Higgs boson mass
114.4 < mH < 199 (GeV/c
2) at 95% C.L., (7.1)
is obtained. Branching ratio of Higgs boson decay is dominated by the mode of H →
W+W− for mH > 135 GeV/c
2 instead of H → bb¯(see Fig.2.3). Therefore, Higgs boson
mass at mH = 110, 115, 120, 130, 140 and 150 GeV/c
2 is considered. The number of
expected WH → ℓνbb¯ events(NWH→ℓνbb¯) is obtained by:
NWH→ℓνbb¯(mH) = ǫWH→ℓνbb¯(mH) ·
∫
dtL · σ(pp¯→WH|mH) · Br(H → bb¯|mH), (7.2)
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Higgs Mass Expected Signal Events
(GeV/c2) Pretag =1 tag =1 tag & NNtag ≥ 2 tag
110 4.81±0.34 2.15 ± 0.18 1.87 ± 0.18 0.66 ± 0.13
115 3.99±0.28 1.80 ± 0.15 1.56 ± 0.15 0.54 ± 0.11
120 3.23±0.23 1.45 ± 0.12 1.26 ± 0.12 0.44 ± 0.09
130 2.05±0.15 0.93 ± 0.08 0.81 ± 0.08 0.28 ± 0.06
140 1.03±0.07 0.46 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.03
150 0.40±0.03 0.18 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01
Table 7.1 Expected WH → ℓνbb¯ signal events in W+2jets event for various b-tagging options,
where “tag” and “NNtag” stand for SECVTX b-tagging and Neural Network b-tagging.
where ǫWH→ℓνbb¯,
∫
dtL, σ(pp¯→WH) and Br(H → bb¯) are event detection efficiency, inte-
grated luminosity, production cross section and branching ratio respectively.
∫
dtL is ob-
tained by luminosity measurement as shown in Table 5.1. The production cross section
and branching ratio are calculated to the precision of Next to Leading Order(NLO)[13, 14]
at considered Higgs boson mass points. ǫWH→ℓνbb¯, which is also called “acceptance”, con-
sists of all of the experimental aspects for detection and event selection. It is broken
down into sub-factors as:
ǫWH→ℓνbb¯ = ǫz0 · ǫtrigger · ǫlepton ID · ǫbtag · ǫkinematics ·

 ∑
l′=e,µ,τ
Br(W → l′ν)

 , (7.3)
where ǫz0 , ǫtrigger, ǫlepton ID, ǫbtag and ǫkinematics are efficiencies to meet the requirements
of primary vertex, trigger, lepton ID, b-tagging and kinematics, which includes Jets’ ET
and η, missing ET and the number of jet and lepton, as listed in Sec.5.2. ǫz0 is obtained
from data, and others are calculated using Monte Carlo samples. The overall acceptances
for various b-tagging options including all systematic uncertainties as a function of Higgs
boson mass are shown in Fig.7.1(details of systematic uncertainties are discussed in the
next section).
The expected number of WH → ℓνbb¯ signal events is estimated by Eq.7.2 at each
Higgs boson mass point. The expectations for various b-tagging strategies are shown in
Table 7.1. Neural Network b-tagging keeps about 90% of signal acceptance while it
reduces about 65% of total background in W+2jet events according to Tables 6.8 and
6.9.
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Figure 7.1 The summary of acceptance of the process WH → ℓνbb¯ in W+2jet bin for various
b-tagging strategies as a function of Higgs boson mass. Error bar of each mass point stands for
systematic uncertainty.
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7.2 Systematics
The systematic uncertainties in acceptance include jet energy scale, initial and final state
radiation, lepton ID, trigger efficiencies and b-tagging scale factor. Individual sources of
total systematic uncertainties are discussed in detail.
• Lepton ID
Measured for each lepton type, CEM electron, CMUP and CMX muon. 2% uncer-
tainty is assigned[73–76].
• Trigger
Obtained for individual trigger types, and 1% uncertainty is enough for the triggers
considered in this thesis[77, 78].
• Initial and Final State Radiation (ISR/FSR)
ISR and FSR systematic uncertainty are estimated by changing the parameters
related to ISR and FSR from nominal values to half and double. The difference
from the nominal acceptance is taken as the systematic uncertainly.
• Parton Distribution Function (PDF)[79–81]
The uncertainty in the incoming partons’ energy in proton and antiprotons. CTEQ5L
is used as the nominal PDF, which is Leading Order(LO). CTEQ PDF is parametrized
by 20 eigen vectors. An NLO version of PDF, CTEQ6M, provide a 90% confidence
interval of each eigen vector. Using the value of each eigen vector at 90% edge of
the confidence interval, nominal PDF is reweighted and corresponding acceptance is
computed. The differences between nominal and reweighted acceptances are added
in quadrature, and it is assigned as the systematic uncertainty.
• Jet Energy Scale(JES)
Based on uncertainty of single jet energy. Jet energies inWH Monte Carlo samples
are shifted by ±1σ and the deviation from the nominal acceptance is taken as the
systematic uncertainty.
• b-tagging
The systematic uncertainty of SECVTX b-tagging is based on its scale factor uncer-
tainty discussed in Sec.4.1. When Neural Network b-tagging is applied, the scale
factor uncertainty from NN b-tagging(see Sec.4.2) is added to that of SECVTX in
quadrature.
Total systematic uncertainty is obtained by adding each source in quadrature. The
systematic uncertainties for various b-tagging options are summarized in Table 7.2.
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source uncertainty (%)
= 1 Tag = 1 Tag & NNtag ≥ 2 Tag
Lepton ID ∼2% ∼2% ∼2%
Trigger <1% <1% <1%
ISR 1.5% 1.8% 4.3%
FSR 2.8% 3.2% 8.6%
PDF 1.6% 1.7% 2.0%
JES 2.3% 2.3% 3.0%
b-tagging 3.8% 5.3% 16%
Total 5.8% 7.2% 19.1%
Table 7.2 Systematic uncertainties for various b-tagging conditions. “Tag” and “NNtag”
represent tight SECVTX and Neural Network b-tagging respectively.
7.3 Sensitivity
The Standard Model predicts that the decay width of Higgs boson is quite small, expected
about a few MeV/c2 scale[72], and it results in a sharp peak in dijet mass distribution.
There are various b-tagging options, e.g. at least one or exactly one SECVTX b-tagging
with or without Neural Network b-tagging filter, at least two SECVTX b-taggings, and
combined use of those exactly one and at least two b-taggings.
Background estimate and expected number of WH → ℓνbb¯ signal events are obtained
in Secs.6.1 and 7.1 respectively. The best way of the search is chosen by using signifi-
cance defined as S/
√
B where S and B are the number of expected signal and background
events. In this analysis, S and B are counted within a window which gives the best sig-
nificance in dijet mass distribution found by varying the window peak and width for
each b-tagging strategy. A comparison of significance between various b-tagging options,
shown in Fig.7.2, provides an a priori milestone that predicts which option gives the
best result. The improvement from the Neural Network b-tagging is seen in significance.
By comparing the significance obtained from exactly one SECVTX tag with and without
NN b-tagging filter, about 10% sensitivity improvement is found.
The significance in at least two SECVTX tagged events is almost the same as that
in at least one tagged events before applying Neural Network filter. Accordingly, the
separated use of exactly one and two SECVTX tagged events should result in another
sensitivity improvement. The significance from the combination is obtained as:
Sig(= 1tag&& ≥ 2tag) =
√
Sig(= 1tag)2 + Sig(≥ 2tag)2. (7.4)
This combined use of two separated b-tagging information provides a significant improve-
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of significance obtained from various b-tagging strategies. “Tag” and
“NN Tag” represent SECVTX and Neural Network b-tagging respectively. The symbol “&&”
means a combined use of the two strategies.
ment on the significance as shown in Fig.7.2. The improvement from “≥ 1 tag && w/
NNtag” is about 20% compared to “= 1Tag w/ NN Tag && ≥ 2 Tag”, which shows the
best sensitivity without considering the combined use of two tagging conditions. There-
fore, the analysis is focused on the event selection types of exactly one SECVTX b-tagging
with Neural Network filter and at least two SECVTX b-tagging.
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7.4 Kinematics
In this section, comparison of various kinematic distributions and dijet mass distributions
between the Standard Model background expectation and observed data is performed.
The Standard Model Higgs boson is expected to have a sharp mass peak in dijet mass dis-
tribution, thus dijet mass distribution is the most interesting and important distribution
for the search. However, the background modeling, event selection, and the effect of Neu-
ral Network b-tagging on overall event kinematics should be validated to say something
out of the dijet mass distribution. In this analysis, the following kinetic distributions are
shown for the purposes.
• Transverse energy(ET ) of leading jet1, 2nd leading jets and lepton
• Pseudo-rapidity(η) of leading jet, 2nd leading jet and lepton
• Azimuthal angle(φ) of leading jet, 2nd leading jet and lepton
• Missing transverse energy(6ET )
• Scalar sum of ET of jets, lepton and 6ET , what is called “HT”
• Transverse mass of W boson defined as
MT = (Eℓ+ 6ET )2 − (p(ℓ)T + 6ET )2. (7.5)
• Transverse angle between leading jet and 6ET
• Distance in η-φ plane between two jets defined as
∆R(jet1− jet2) =
√
(ηjet2 − ηjet1)2 + (φjet2 − φjet1)2. (7.6)
The distributions of ET , η and φ are the kinematics of each observed particles. Agree-
ments of those distributions are the basis to see other kinetic distributions. Missing ET
and HT are related with all other observables because those variables are correlated with
ET of jets and lepton. Thus the agreement between the Standard Model prediction and
data justifies the event reconstruction and background modeling. Distributions of W
transverse mass and transverse angle between leading jet and 6ET are especially to check
if the non-W QCD background modeling is valid. Finally the distance in η-φ plane be-
tween two jets is directly correlated with dijet mass and it is a good check for a kinematics
in dijet system.
1In this analysis, jets are in the order of magnitude of ET
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First of all, it should be checked to see if the event selection and background modeling
works well before applying Neural Network b-tagging. The kinetic distributions using
events with exactly one SECVTX b-tagged jet (before using Neural Network b-tagging)
are shown in Figs.7.3-7.9. According to those distributions, observed data is in a fairly
good agreement with the Standard Model background prediction. This agreement justifies
the background modeling and event selection are working well and in our handle.
Next, in addition to exactly one SECVTX b-tagging requirement, Neural Network
b-tagging is applied. The corresponding kinetic distributions are shown in Figs.7.10-
7.16. The agreement between data and Standard Model background prediction is at
the same level as before applying Neural Network b-tagging. This fact justifies that
Neural Network b-tagging is working well and also our understanding of the background
compositions should be correct in a good precision.
The kinetic distributions in events including at least two SECVTX b-tagged jets are
shown in Figs.7.17-7.23. The background contamination is quite small in this b-tagging
option as shown in Fig.6.4 and Table 6.10. The agreement between data and back-
ground prediction is quite well.
Based on those 3 cases, background is under control in all of the b-tagging condition
considered in this analysis. Finally the dijet mass distributions are shown in Figs.7.24-
7.26 for each event selection types. The dijet mass distributions are consistent with
the standard model background prediction, and there is no significance mass peak that
indicate Higgs boson signal. Therefore, a constraint on the Higgs boson production is
discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 7.3 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet ET distributions in exactly one
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.4 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet η distributions in exactly one
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.5 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet φ distribution in exactly one
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.6 Lepton ET (left) and η(right) distributions in exactly one SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.7 Lepton φ(left) and 6ET (right) distributions in exactly one SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.8 HT (left) and MT (right) distributions in exactly one SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.9 ∆φ(1st leading jet-MET)(left) and ∆R(jet1− jet2)(right) distributions in exactly
one SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.10 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet ET distributions in exactly one
SECVTX and Neural Netwotk b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.11 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet η distributions in exactly one
SECVTX and Neural Netwotk b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.12 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet φ distribution in exactly one
SECVTX and Neural Netwotk b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.13 Lepton ET (left) and η(right) distributions in exactly one SECVTX and Neural
Netwotk b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.14 Lepton φ(left) and 6ET (right) distributions in exactly one SECVTX and Neural
Netwotk b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.15 HT (left) andMT (right) distributions in exactly one SECVTX and Neural Netwotk
b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.16 ∆φ(1st leading jet-MET)(left) and ∆R(jet1− jet2)(right) distributions in exactly
one SECVTX and Neural Netwotk b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.17 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet ET distributions in at least two
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.18 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet η distributions in at least two
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.19 The leading(left) and second leading(right) jet φ distribution in at least two
SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.20 Lepton ET (left) and η(right) distributions in at least two SECVTX b-tagged
events.
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Figure 7.21 Lepton φ(left) and 6ET (right) distributions in at least two SECVTX b-tagged
events.
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Figure 7.22 HT (left) and MT (right) distributions in at least two SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.23 ∆φ(1st leading jet-MET)(left) and ∆R(jet1− jet2)(right) distributions in at least
two SECVTX b-tagged events.
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Figure 7.24 Dijet mass distribution in W+2jets events including exactly one SECVTX b-
tagged jet that passes Neural Network b-tagging filter. Each contribution of the background
sources are written in histogram, hatched box on the background histogram is background
uncertainty, WH → ℓνbb¯ signal is scaled by a factor of 10 and drawn in solid(red) line and data
is plotted with error bars.
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Figure 7.25 Dijet mass distribution in W+2jets events including at least two SECVTX b-
tagged jets. Each contribution of the background sources are written in histogram, hatched box
on the background histogram is background uncertainty, expected WH → ℓνbb¯ is scaled by a
factor of 10 and drawn in solid(red) line and data is plotted with error bars.
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Figure 7.26 Dijet mass distributions in W+2jet events including exactly one SECVTX b-
tagged jet(top), at least one SECVTX b-tagged jet without(bottom left) and with(right) ap-
plying Neural Network b-tagging. Each contribution of the background sources are written
in histogram, hatched box on the background histogram is background uncertainty, expected
WH → ℓνbb¯ is scaled by a factor of 10 and drawn in solid(red) line and data is plotted with
error bars.
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Chapter 8
Limit on Higgs Boson Production
No significant excess was found over the Standard Model background expectation as
shown in the previous chapter. Accordingly we set an upper limit on theWH production
cross section times branching ratio. Dijet mass distributions are fitted to extract an upper
limit by using binned likelihood technique because dijet mass shape has most of Higgs
boson specific signature. After setting an upper limit fromWH → ℓνbb¯, the combination
of the limits already obtained in CDF RUN II experiment is performed for the sake of
setting stronger constraint on the Standard Model Higgs boson. Finally, the combination
between CDF and DØ is also performed.
8.1 Binned Likelihood Technique
To find how consistent between two histograms, e.g. data and background, a method
of fitting technique called “binned likelihood” is considered. This method takes care of
uncertainties associated in each bin contents from the two histograms. The data counts
in each bin is supposed to be fluctuating under the rule of Poisson statistics. Let Poisson
probability be written as:
Pi(ni, µi) =
µnii e
−µi
ni!
(i = 1, 2, · · · , Nbin), (8.1)
where ni, µi and Nbin stand for the number of observed data in i-th bin, the expectation in
i-th bin and the total number of bins defined as: The purpose in this chapter is to set an
constraint on the Standard Model Higgs boson production. Therefore, a null hypothesis
is assumed by setting µi as:
µi = si + bi, (8.2)
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where si and bi are the number of signal and expected background events in i-th bin
respectively. si is a free variable to be extracted from data. si is written in another
fashion:
si = σ(pp¯→W±H) · Br(H → bb¯) · ǫWH→ℓνbb¯ ·
∫
Ldt · f (WH→ℓνbb¯)i , (8.3)
where f
(WH→ℓνbb¯)
i is a signal fraction in i-th bin. ǫWH→ℓνbb¯ and
∫ Ldt are obtained in
Secs.7.1 and 5.2 respectively. Accordingly, σ(pp¯→ W±H) · Br(H → bb¯) is the variable
to be extracted from data, and the null hypothesis is interpreted as “the Standard Model
Higgs boson exists with a certain value of σ(pp¯ → W±H) · Br(H → bb¯) at specific
confidence interval.”. Then the alternative hypothesis is interpreted as “the Standard
Model Higgs bosons production is not larger than a certain value of σ(pp¯ → W±H) ·
Br(H → bb¯) at specific confidence level(C.L.).” With this logic, an upper limit on the
Higss boson production cross section times branching ratio is sought. The extraction of
the parameter of σ(pp¯→W±H) ·Br(H → bb¯) is performed by using maximum likelihood
method with a likelihood defined as:
L =
Nbin∏
i=1
Pi(ni, µi) =
Nbin∏
i=1
µnii e
−µi
ni!
. (8.4)
This likelihood is so called “binned likelihood” because it utilize the best of binning
information. For background prediction bi, here we categorized two kinds of background
sources of QCD(mistag, Wbb¯,Wcc¯,Wc, non-W , Diboson), which is denoted by N (QCD),
and TOP(tt¯, single top) written as N (TOP ). Then, bi becomes:
bi = N
(TOP )f
(TOP )
i +N
(QCD)f
(QCD)
i , (8.5)
where f
(TOP )
i and f
(QCD)
i are the background fractions of each background sources in i-th
bin. Signal events and the expected background have systematic uncertainties, which
must be taken into account correctly. Let the systematic uncertainties convoluted with
the binned likelihood as:
L(σ · Br) =
∫
NQCD
∫
NTOP
∫
NWH
Nbin∏
i=1
µni!i e
−µi
ni
× G(NQCD, σQCD)G(NTOP , σTOP )G(NWH , σWH)dNQCDdNTOPdNWH.(8.6)
The maximum of this likelihood distribution gives the most likely value of σ · Br. An
upper limit on it is obtained by one side examination. Let β be the cumulative probability
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of a variable α defined as:
β =
∫ αβ
0 L(α)dα∫∞
0 L(α)dα
, (8.7)
where αβ is the upper limit of the variable α at confidence level of β. In this analysis, β
is set at 0.95 and the upper limit on σ(pp¯→WH) ·Br(H → bb¯) at 95% C.L. is obtained.
8.2 Pseudo-Experiment and Limit Extraction
The method for a limit calculation is discussed in the previous section. Before looking
at the upper limit obtained from data, pseudo-experiment, which is a method to make
a mimic data, is performed to see the expectation of the limit. This gives an important
milestone because data is always fluctuating by Poisson statistics. There is no way to
know if the limit is reasonable or not from only a set of observed data. Pseudo-data is
generated by fluctuating the background estimate with total uncertainties along Gaussian
and each bin entry by Poisson distribution. Assuming such a pseudo data as a real
data, limit is obtained by Eqs.8.6 and 8.7. In this analysis, 1000 pseudo-experiments are
performed, and assigned their mean and root mean square as the expected limit and its
deviation. The expected limits from various b-tagging strategies are shown in Fig.8.1.
The upper limit obtained from the combined use of likelihoods of exactly one SECVTX
b-tagged jet passing Neural Network b-tagging criteria and at least two SECVTX b-tagged
jets criteria is computed as:
L(σ · Br) = L(σ · Br |1 Tag w/ NN Tag)× L(σ · Br | ≥ 2 Tag), (8.8)
where the correlations between “=1 Tag w/ NN Tag” and “≥ 2 Tag” events are taken into
account. The systematic uncertainty up to the pretag acceptance, luminosity uncertainty,
and uncertainty of b-tagging scale factor are considered to be 100% correlated between
the two selection types. In accordance with Fig.8.1, “=1 tag w/ NNtag” combined with
“≥2 Tag” gives the best expected limit as it is in the sensitivity study (see Fig.7.2).
Finally we set an upper limit on σ(pp¯→WH) · Br(H → bb¯) with the combined like-
lihood of exactly one SECVTX b-tagged jet events and at least two SECVTX b-tagged
events. (e.g. “=1 Tag w/ NN Tag && ≥ 2 Tag”). The likelihood distributions before and
after the combination are shown in Fig.8.2 for Higgs boson mass at 115 GeV/c2. The ob-
served limit as a function of Higgs boson mass is shown in Fig.8.3 andTable 8.1 together
with the expected limit. The observed limit around 115 GeV/c2is slightly higher than
the expectation. To see if the obtained limit is reasonable or not, the results of pseudo
experiments and the observed limit for each Higgs boson mass point are show in Fig.8.4.
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For low mass region, we are somehow unlucky and obtained somehow worse upper limit
than expected. But the result is still reasonable. This can be understood as a statistical
fluctuation in dijet mass distributions (see Fig.7.24) around mH = 115 GeV/c
2.
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Figure 8.1 Expected upper limits on Higgs boson production cross section times branching
ratio of WH → ℓνbb¯ process obtained from various b-tagging strategies. “Tag” and “NN Tag”
mean SECVTX and Neural Network b-tagging respectively. The symbol of “&&” stands for
the combined use of two b-tagging conditions. Purple line is the expected 95% C.L. upper limit
obtained from at least one SECVTX b-tagged events in the previous analysis with 319 pb−1.
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right) and those combination(top). Red arrow shows the upper limit at 95% C.L.
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Figure 8.3 95% confidence level upper limit on σ(pp¯→WH) ·Br(H → bb¯) with an integrated
luminosity of 955 pb−1 obtained from the combined likelihood between exactly one SECVTX
b-tagged events passing Neural Network b-tagging and at least two SECVTX b-tagged events.
Higgs Mass Upper Limit(pb)
GeV/c2 Observed Expected
110 4.9 2.2±0.8
115 3.4 2.2±0.8
120 2.5 2.0±0.7
130 1.6 1.8±0.7
140 1.4 1.7±0.6
150 1.3 1.5±0.6
Table 8.1 Observed and expected upper limit on σ(pp¯→WH) · Br(H → bb¯) at 95 % C.L.
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Figure 8.4 The result of pseudo-experiments obtained from the combined use of likelihood of
exactly one SECVTX and Neural Network b-tagged events and at least two SECVTX b-tagged
events. Red arrows are pointing the observed limits.
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8.3 Combined Limit at CDF
CDF has made several searches for the Standard Model Higgs production using a data
sample up to 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [82–86]. Since there is no single channel
that is sensitive enough yet, it is necessary to combine the results of all the channels to
maximize the search sensitivity. The most sensitive channels are WH → ℓνbb¯, ZH →
νν¯bb¯[82], ZH → ℓ+ℓ−νν¯[83] in the low Higgs boson mass range (mH < 135 GeV/c2), and
gg → H → W+W− → ℓ+ℓ−νν¯[84] in high Higgs boson mass range (mH > 135 GeV/c2)
are employed in the combination1. For low mass cases, H → bb¯ dominates the decay
mode, thus dijet mass distribution is used for limit combination. However H →W+W−
is dominant mode for high mass cases. In the process of gg → H → W+W− → ℓ+ℓ−νν¯,
azimuthal angle of the two lepton system is employed.
The purpose of the present analysis is to develop a strategy on how to combine the
results properly based on what we currently have. More importantly in the future, it
would help us to sort out and define the common systematic between different analyses.
We follow the procedure that was used in the RUN1 combination analysis of the Standard
Model Higgs boson searches[87], which is based on a Bayesian framework that would
make it possible to handle the systematic uncertainties properly on the large number of
background and efficiency parameters involved in.
Cross sections and branching ratios are different from process to process, thereby the
ratio of the upper limit on (σ · Br) at a certain Credible Level (C.L.)2. divided by that
of the Standard Model prediction (σ · Br)SM is considered to be a good variable to see
where we are. Let R represent the ratio:
Rβ =
(σ · Br)β
(σ · Br)SM , (8.9)
where β is the credible level. Let n, s and b be introduced as:
n = {nij}, (8.10)
s = {sij}, (8.11)
b = {bij}, (8.12)
(i = 1, 2, · · · , Nchannel, j = 1, 2, · · · , NNbin)
1CDF already has a result of W±H → W±W+W− and tt¯H processes with 194 pb−1 and 320 pb−1
respectively. Those channels are not included in the combination in this analysis, because they are not
expected to give large impact on the combination due to low sensitivity so far. Once those results are
updated with more data, they should be included as well.
2In this thesis, use the term of “Credible Level (C.L.)” when Bayesian frame work is used
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where nij , sij, bij and Nchannel are the number of observed, expected signal, background
events in i-th channel and j-th bin of the considered distribution respectively. The
expected signal s is also written as:
sij =
∫
dtL · (σi · Bri)SM · ǫi · fij, (8.13)
where ǫi and fij are the detection efficiency of i-th process and its binning fraction in
j-th bin. The Bayesian posterior probability of p(R|n), a probability density of R when
data n is observed, is written as:
p(R|n) =
∫ ∫
dsdbL(R, s, b|n)π(R, s, b)∫ ∫ ∫
dRdsdbL(R, s, b|n)π(R, s, b), (8.14)
where L and π are likelihood and prior probability. The likelihood is based on the binned
Poisson density as shown in Eq.8.1. For a combination between different processes, a
likelihood product over channels is considered as:
L(R, s, b|n) =
Nchannel∏
i=1
Nbin∏
j=1
µ
nij
ij
e−µij
nij !
, (8.15)
where µij = R ·sij+bij . The variable in the prior density can be separated because signal,
background estimate, and observed data are possible to be treated independently:
π(R, s, b) = π(R)π(s)π(b). (8.16)
Since the numerator of R, e.g. (σ · Br)β, is a variable to be observed from data and
nothing is know about it a priori. However, the denominator is obtained by the Standard
Model. Regarding those facts, a flat prior density to the total number of Higgs events,
e.g. (R · stotal) where stotal = ∑i∑j sij, is assigned instead of (σ ·R)β3. Then Eq.8.16 can
be transformed as:
π(R)π(s)π(b) = stotalθ(Rstotal)π(s)π(b), (8.17)
where θ is a flat probability. Gaussian is a proper probability density function prior
densities of π(s) and π(b):
π(sij) = G(sij|s¯ij , σsij), (8.18)
π(bij) = G(bij |b¯ij , σbij ) (8.19)
where s¯ij(b¯ij) and σsij (σbij ) are the expected number of events and its total systematic
3This is an arbitrary choice in Bayesian framework.
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mH σWH σZH σWW Br(H → bb¯) Br(H → W+W−)
(GeV/c2) (fb) (%)
110 207.70 123.33 1281 77.02 4.41
120 152.89 92.70 1006 67.89 13.20
130 114.51 70.38 801 52.71 28.69
140 86.00 54.20 646 34.36 48.33
150 66.14 41.98 525 17.57 68.17
160 51.03 32.89 431 4.00 90.11
170 38.89 26.12 357 0.846 96.53
180 31.12 20.64 297 0.541 93.45
190 24.27 16.64 249 0.342 77.61
200 19.34 13.46 211 0.260 73.47
Table 8.2 The NNLO Higgs boson production cross sections and the decay branching ratios
as a function of Higgs boson mass.
uncertainties of signal(background) and G(x|x¯, σx) stands for Gaussian with mean and
standard deviation of x¯ and σx. Taking those discussion into account, the final form of
the posterior probability takes the form of:
p(R|n) =
∫ ∫
dsdbL(R, s, b|n)G(s|s¯,σs)G(b|b¯,σb)stotal∫ ∫ ∫
dRdsdbL(R, s, b|n)G(s|s¯,σs)G(b|b¯,σb)stotal . (8.20)
The Standard Model Higgs boson production cross sections at the TEVATRON and
the decay branching ratios are obtained from the TeV4LHC Higgs working group[88] and
HDECAY[14] to the precision of Next to Next to Leading Order (NNLO), which are
summarized in Table 8.2 as functions of Higgs boson mass. The residual theoretical
uncertainties for WH and ZH production cross section are rather small, less than 5%.
Also there is about 10% for gluon fusion gg → H process.
Systematic uncertainties in the various analyzes come from Monte Carlo modeling of
the geometrical and kinetic acceptance, b-tagging efficiency scale factor, lepton identifica-
tion, the effect due to the jet energy scale, background uncertainties, and the uncertainty
on the luminosity. We divide these systematics into several groups.
• Signal acceptance: luminosity, b-tag efficiency scale factor, lepton identification, the
jet energy scale, MC modeling (ISR/FSR+PDF), and the rest of the uncertainties.
• Background normalization: heavy flavor fraction, mistags, top contributions, non-
W , diboson and the rest of the backgrounds.
• Background shape uncertainty.
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Channels ℓνbb¯ νν¯bb¯ ℓℓ¯bb¯ W+W−
single double single double
Acceptance
Luminosity (%) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
b-tag SF (%) 5.3 16.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 0.0
Lepton ID (%) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.4 3.0
JES (%) 3.0 3.0 6.0 (1-20) (1.6-20) 1.0
MC modeling (%) 4.0 10.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 5.0
Trigger (%) 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0
Shape (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -20.0 0.0
Background
Mistag (%) 22 15 17 17 17 0
QCD (%) 17 20 -10 -44 -50 0
W/Z+Heavy Flavor(I) (%) 33 34 12 12 40 0
W+Heavy Flavor(II)(%) 0 0 -10 -42 0 0
Z+Heavy Flavor(II)(%) 0 0 -6 -19 0 0
Top(I) (%) 13.5 20 12 12 15 0
Top(II)(%) 0 0 -2 -3 0 0
Diboson(I) (%) 16 25 12 12 20 11
Diboson(II)(%) 0 0 -5 -10 0 0
Other (%) 0 0 0 0 0 -(12-18)
Table 8.3 The breakdown of systematic uncertainties for each individual channel where the
positive values mean correlated between the channels while the negative ones are uncorrelated
with the rest of channels.
For each group, we assign each measurement to be 100% correlated or uncorrelated with
other measurements. The breakdown of systematics for each channel are summarized
in Table 8.3 where a positive value indicates 100% correlated systematic among the
channels and a negative value indicates the systematic uncorrelated. The priors used are
truncated Gaussian densities constraining a given parameter to its expected value with
its uncertainty.
The corresponding 95% credibility upper limit R95 is obtained by:
∫ R95
0
p(R|n)dR = 0.95. (8.21)
Fig.8.5 summarizes the limits from each individual channel and all the channels combined
as a function of Higgs masses, and the results are also shown in Table 8.4.
To check the sensitivity of the combination of different channels, we calculate the
mean upper limits one would obtain from a large ensemble of pseudo-experiments. In
the absence of Higgs signal, the pseudo-experiment is generated by fluctuating the ex-
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pected backgrounds with their uncertainties as performed in Sec.8.2. Fig.8.6 shows
the upper limits obtained from the pseudo-experiments at various Higgs boson mass and
the observed limits, which are consistent with the expectation obtained from pseudo-
experiments.
8.4 Combined Limit at the TEVATRON
As the method of the limit combination between different channels is discussed and
applied to the results obtained in CDF in previous section, it is also possible to combine
the results from DØ. The processes used for combinations are summarized in Table 8.5.
The distributions used in the limit combination are dijet mass for low mass Higgs boson
(mH < 135 GeV/c
2) and azimuthal angle of two lepton system for high mass Higgs
boson (mH > 135 GeV/c
2). From CDF, the four channels used in previous section
are employed. DØ provides WH →6 ℓνbb¯4 and W±H → W±W+W− → ℓ±1 νℓ±2 ν + X
in addition to the same channels used in CDF. This process requires two like signed
leptons, e.g. ℓ±1 ℓ2± = e±e±, e ± µ±, µ±µ±, in the final state. Limits from individual
processes and the final combined limit are shown in Fig.8.7 and Table 8.6. For low
mass Higgs boson range, ZH → νν¯bb¯, ℓ+ℓ−bb¯ and WH → ℓνbb¯ provides the dominant
contribution to the combined limit as expected. Also gg → H → W+W− → ℓ−ν¯ℓ+ν
process shows the decisive contribution in high mass Higgs boson range. Finally the ratio
of (σ · Br)95/(σ · Br)SM becomes a factor of 4 ∼ 10 for Higgs boson mass mH = 100 ∼
200 GeV/c2. The result at present could not give a constraint on the Higss boson mass,
but the ratio is getting close to the Standard Model. Some of the processes are not using
full data set of 1fb−1 data yet, and they would be updated to the full data set of 1 fb−1.
Then the result would be improved further in near future.
4 6ℓ means that the lepton ℓ is not detected. This process has the same experimental final state of νν¯bb¯
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Figure 8.5 The combined upper limit as a function of Higgs mass between 110 and 200 GeV/c2
as well as the individual limits from individual channels at CDF.
Mass (GeV/c2) Combined Ratio Limit (R95) Expected Limits (pb)
Mean RMS
110 14.2 8.3 3.2
115 12.8 9.0 3.6
120 11.8 10.2 4.0
130 11.8 13.4 5.0
140 14.8 17.7 6.1
150 11.2 15.3 5.3
160 10.2 11.4 3.9
170 12.2 12.3 4.2
180 18.2 16.2 5.7
200 40.8 34.4 12.2
Table 8.4 The summary of observed, expected ratio limits (R95) for various Higgs mass at
CDF.
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Figure 8.6 The distributions of upper limits from the pseudo-experiments for Higgs mass
between 110 and 200 GeV/c2 where the arrows indicate the observed 95% C.L. upper limit
from data.
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8.4. Combined Limit at the TEVATRON
Process Luminosity(pb−1) Distribution Reference
CDF
WH → ℓνbb¯ (single/double tag) 1000 dijet mass -
ZH → νν¯bb¯ (single/double tag) 1000 dijet mass [82]
ZH → ℓ+ℓ−bb¯ (at least one tag) 1000 dijet mass [83]
H →W+W− → ℓ+νℓ−ν¯ 360 ∆φ(ℓ1, ℓ2) [84]
DØ
WH → eνbb¯ (single/double tag) 371 dijet mass [18]
WH → µνbb¯ (single/double tag) 385 dijet mass [18]
WH →6ℓνbb¯+X (single/double tag) 260 dijet mass [89]
ZH → νν¯bb¯ (single/double tag) 260 dijet mass [89]
ZH → ℓ+ℓ−bb¯ (double tag) 320-389 dijet mass [90]
W±H →W±W+W− → ℓ±1 νℓ±2 ν 363-384 ∆φ(ℓ1, ℓ2) [91]
H →W+W− → ℓ+νℓ−ν¯ 930-950 ∆φ(ℓ1, ℓ2) [92, 93]
Table 8.5 Processes to be combined in Higgs boson search at the TEVATRON.
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Figure 8.7 Summary of the Standard Model Higgs boson searches at the TEVATRON.
mH (GeV/c
2) 100 115 120 140 160 180 200
Expected limit 6.2 7.6 8.7 9.3 5.0 7.5 15.5
Observed limit 8.5 10.4 11.1 8.8 3.8 6.1 12.3
Table 8.6 Observed and expected limit as a function of Higgs boson mass at the TEVATRON.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
We performed a search for Standard Model Higgs boson production in one of the most
sensitive processes, WH → ℓνbb¯, using 1 fb −1 at the TEVATRON. To improve the
sensitivity of the search, we applied Neural Network b-tagging in addition to SECVTX b-
tagging. The background modelings and its estimates are validated by the measurements
of tt¯ production cross section in W + 3 or more jets events, and comparisons of a bunch
of kinetic distributions. Neural Network b-tagging improved the sensitivity about 10%
compared to the sensitivity before applying it. As a result, the combined use of exactly
one SECVTX b-tagged events and at least two SECVTX b-tagged events showed the best
sensitivity. Both of the number and kinetic distributions of data and Standard Model
background prediction are consistent each other, thereby we set an upper limit on the
Higgs boson production cross section times branching ratio as
σ(pp¯→WH)× Br(H → bb¯) < 3.9 ∼ 1.3(pb),
as a function of Higgs boson mass from 110 to 150 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L..
Since there is no single channel that is sensitive enough for the Standard Model Higgs
boson search yet, we have developed a Bayesian technique for the limit combination
and applied it for the processes of WH → ℓνbb¯, ZH → νν¯bb¯, ZH → ℓ+ℓ−bb¯ and
gg → H → W+W− → ℓ+νℓ−ν¯. Combined upper limit at 95% C.L. on the ratio of
Higgs production cross section times branching ratio to its Standard Model prediction is
obtained as:
(σ × Br)95
(σ × Br)SM < 10.2 ∼ 40.8,
for Higgs boson mass between 110 and 200 GeV/c2. This limit combination in CDF
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Figure 9.1 Prospects of sensitivity and integrated luminosity for the Standard Model Higgs
boson search as functions of Higgs boson mass at the TEVATRON.
RUN2 experiment is the first attempt and provided a milestone for the final result of the
experiment. Finally, Higgs boson searches at DØ are also combined, and the result is
(σ × Br)95
(σ × Br)SM < 3.8 ∼ 12.3,
for Higgs boson mass between 110 and 200 GeV/c2. The combined limit could not provide
a constraint on the Higgs boson mass, but the limit is getting closer and closer to the
Standard Model prediction. Some of the processes are not analyzed with the full data set
of 1 fb−1 yet. Thereby, once these searches are updated in near future, the result would
be improved.
The TEVATRON is planned to run at the end of 2009, and the total integrated lu-
minosity in the final round of RUN2 experiment is expected to be from 4(pessimistic) to
8(optimistic) fb−1. Taking the CDF and DØ combined sensitivity shown in Fig.9.1 into
account, there is possibility for 3σ evidence around at Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV/c2.
However, it is also important to to look for techniques that provide additional improve-
ment in sensitivity aside from waiting for new data.
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